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Grace Is
Necessity,
Pope Says
VATICAN CITY (NC) - An
awareness of the action of
grace is a necessity for Cath-
olics who want to give a good
example of their Faith in so-
ciety, Pope Paul VI said here.
He spoke at a special au-
dience with diocesan presi-
dents of the Italian Catholic
Action organisation. The au-
dience was the eighth he has
granted to Italian Catholic Ac-
tion groups.
“THE QUESTION of the
supernatural life of Christians
is not a doctrine which can be
ignored or considered to be of
secondary importance in the
religious plan," Pope Paul
said. He added:
“Those who devote them-
selves to the practical activity
of bearing witness to their
Catholic Faith have, more than
anyone else, the need and the
duty to foster in themselves
the knowledge, reality and
awareness of the living and
personal contact with Christ
through grace . . .
“The life of grace should
show Itself in personal convic-
tion and be an intimate source
of active goodness and joy, of
an interior exuberance which
overflows into that external
charity which we call the
apostolate."
the POPE said that •‘the
mystery of grace" has its
primacy in the "humble and
pious practice of prayer, in
the liturgy and in sacramental
1116.
It is essential that Catholics
should recognise the need of
the life of grace especially to-
day. the Pope said, because
"there are sometimes currents
among us which express them-
selves •—some in a moralistic
tone, others in a cultural tone
—with critical and intolerant
attitudes toward so many com-
mon forms of Catholic life, ac-
cusing them of being conven-
tional, superficial and medio-
cre."
Ribicoff Asks
Aid Debate
WASHINGTON (NC) —Sen.
Abraham Ribicoff of Connec-
ticut, calling for widespread
debate on the suhjsct of fi-
nancing education, told the
.Senate the Kenedy adminis-
tration Is in favor of some
forms of federal aid to church-
related schools.
'lt is widely believed," Sen.
Ribicoff continued, "that the
administration nppoeee. on
constitutional grounds, an aM
to church-related schools. This
is simply not true...
"The administration set
forth its vicars on the consti-
tutional questions involved two
years ago in a carefully pre-
pared legal memorandum sub-
mitted to Congress. At no
point does the memorandum
say that an forms of aid to
church-related schools are un-
constitutional."
Holy Day Due
Thursday, Aug. 15, is the
Feast of the Assumption of
the Blessed Virgin Vary in-
to heaven. It is a'holy day
of obligation far Catholics.
The Advocate office will be
closed that day. >
'Tribute toEastern Rite'
Passaic Awaits First Bishop
PASSAIC - Still rejoicing
at the Vatican announcement
that created R a week ago,
the new Byzantine Rite Epar-
chy (Diocese) of Passaic
awaited its first this
wsak.
Ns data has bsen sat far
the tmtaliatioo of Btetesp fife,
pbca J. Kocisko, now Auxfl-
iary Bishop of the PJttabwgh
Related Story, Pope 9
Exarchate. The Bishop paid a
brief risk to St Michael's
WW. cathedral
Hia initial reaction to newt
of the new diocese reflected
fife fastens of Ms flock:
"I'm glad far the asks of the
Ruthcaian people. !t*a a sign
the Holy See recognises the
progress in our diocese, and
it’s s good sign for tha fu-
ture."
The new diocese will serve
Byzantine Rite Ruthcaian
Catholics along the eastern
seaboard. The Pittsburgh Di-
ocese. established in UM. win
continue to serve the met of
the UR.
BISHOP NAVAGH, in whose
territory the new See city is
located, welcomed the newt:
“I am delighted to sea the
development of tbs Eastern
Rite in our country, especial-
ly in New Jersey; I welcome
Bishop Kocisko, sad am
pleased to put at Ms disposal
the facilities of tbs Diocese
of Paterson.”
A statement from Bishop
Kocisko stressed Ms country-
naa’a devotion to the Byzan-
tine Rite and the advance,
meat of the Catholic Faith.
*TT B IN A spirit ef bo-
minty and filial obedfeace."
ha said, "that I accept from
the hands ef PopePaul VI
the Ugh honor and grave rq-
fewnsihilky -of my appoint-
nent as the first Btehop of
newly efashltohed Byzas-
Eparchy ef Paaaafe.
The establishment af tha
rnudfiMts* Dtecena) ef Passaic
hSmS
far fas ones teued growth af
the Byzantine Bite fa tha
UR.
“A* the Bishop af Paasak.
* be my petrikps and
cesMlmaat endeavor to work
laahnely wish a ftodicsted
elergy and a sacrificial Ujty
far the advancement of the
Calhofic Faith and fits preser-
vation of the Byzantine Bite af
our forefathers.
“IN THE DISCHARGE of
the responsibilities that are to
be mine, I earnestly hope that
I may be enlightened by
Cod's grace and strengthened
and sustained and encourag-
•d by the prayers ef my
brother priests and many
friends in the Eparchy of
Pittsburgh to whom I am
bound by ties of lifelong a*
sociation and esteem.
“To the clergy, religious
and faithful of the new Epar-
chy of Passaic, I send cordial
and prayerful (Tastings to-
tether with the pledge of my
fullest measure of devotion
and service, with my episco-
pal hh—W
“To thoaa not of my Juris-
diction, hot whose ‘-'-ntifaj
I hope to be privileged to make
fa the are* of my dines—, I
oAr sincere best wialMe and
pr«n« that our sfforts for
the pt—s of Christ's
Church may ever be united
•fih Him aai fa Be spirit.
TB GROWTH OF the By-
tanfin. Bite wes alee toe
fafeto ef a statement Bern
Btehop Nicholas T. Elko of
the Ptttitiurgh Eparchy.
“We are profoundly grate-
fW to Pfa» Paul,** tee said,
"far Ms rare—fa— ef the
dramatic growth fa the By
wetiae Us te ttea UR. evi-
bargh tote the Dtocesee af
****** *"
"To Buhop Kooiko the first
Rtehep of Fsssofe, and to Ms
dsrgy, religious and faithful,
we extend our warmest eon-
gratulsttens sad prayerful
boat wishes, with the tend
hope that the tame generous
spirit fa cooperation and
Christian tea] which marked
their apostolic labors wife us
may always be apparent In
their endeavors far the spread
of the Gospel and tha growth
of the Catholic Church and
the Byzantine Bite In the
UR.
BISHOP KOCISKO was born
in Minneapolis June U. IMS.
the oldest fa nine children.
His parents, both American-
born. sent him to Catholic
»<hools in Minneapolis—in-
cluding delnSalle High
School, where he led hfe class
in scholastic standings.
He attended Nazareth Hall
PPRPWfary Seminary fa St
Paul until MSS, when Btehop
B-0 Takscte of Ptefg
•an* Mm to the Pustifictom
Athenaeum de Propaganda
to complete his
s Us—Hi m Sacred Theol-
ogy sod was ordained fa
Bosno March fa. IKI.
Hto first pariah was St.
Stephen's. Detroit, where he
fanwesd the msushwfefe
fouto fa fa IM famines. In
Ifar he ns transferred to fa.
John fas Baptist Church. Lyn-
Pa., whan In earn
mHßhrni 1 new fan—. *,j;-.
«• » member sf fee
S'srLsrtsis'ffi
became chancellor of the dte-
ewe la April, MM, three
""■ttes teter was ferreted to
fin rank of Bishop
He was consecrated Titular
Btehop fa Theveste and Auxil-
iary to Bishop Elko Oct. 23.
IBM. by Bishop Elko.
THE CHURCH ha construct-
ed fa Lyadara occupies a po-
tittoo to Bishop Kocteko's
coat-of-arms The main fea-
ture to a picture of St Nich-
°la»—"for whom my family
has always had a great de-
lation”—flanked by a draw-
ing of a sheaf of wheat oo
one side and the word "Ma-
rta" on the other. The wheel
signifies Ms family’s rural
ancestors; . "Maria" repre-
eanta devotion to the Blessed
Mother.
The Bishop’s motto, to Old
Slavonic, is Pravilo Viry-a
standard of faith.
NEW SEE - At left is the in-
terior of St. Michael's
Church, Passaic, which be-
comea the cathedrgl of the
new Byzantine Rite Diocese
erected last week by Pope
Paul VI. Above is Bishop
Stephen Kocisko, named to
head the new See. The
church is Passaic's second
oldest.
Says TestBan Requires CloseLook
By JAMES E. DOUGHERTY
NCVPC News Service
Tbt author is profess or of political theory used international
relations at St. Joseph’s College, Philadelphia, and risking be
turer he the graduate school of the University of Pennsylvania.
Be is chairman of the Anns Control Committee of the Catholic
Association for InternationalPeace and am associate of the For-
eign Policy Research Institute at theUnbersity of Pemtsybauia.
The limited nuclear test ban
treaty negotiated by the UR.,
Great Britain and the Soviet
Union holds out great hopes
to the world, but it also in-
volves problems that wUI de-
mand searching scrutiny by
the U.S. Senate before it is
ratified.
Men everywhere will Join
with Pope Paul Vl' in welcom-
ing the treaty and hoping that
it will prove "sincere and suc-
cessful" and lead to other
agreements "for the tranquil-
ity, order and peace of the
world."
The .treaty deserves ap-
plause insofar as it prevents
further radioactive contamina-
tion of the atmosphere. And if
it helps crests anew climate
in international relations and
leads to a genuine detente be-
tween this country and the So-
viet Union, it will be a major
benefit to mankind.
THE TREATY COMBS soon
after the peace encyclical of
the late Pope John XFUI,
Pacem in Terris, in which he
called for efforts by the major
powers to halt the arms race.
Thus, one cannot help thinking
•that it represents a kind of re-
sponse to the Pops’s appeal to
'•find that point of agree-
moot from which It will be
possible to commence to go
forward towards accords that
win be sincere, lasting and
fruitful."
President Kennedy recog-
nizes that there win be debate
over the treaty; this Is quite
natural. For after IT yean of
mainly fruitless effort.it is un-
derstandable that many Ameri-
cana should view the teat ban
agreement with misgivings.
There is, however, no need
to assume that the Soviets, in
deciding to enter this treaty at
the present time after having
rejected our offers for a simi-
lar treaty In MSB and ISO,
are now trying to turn the
strategic tables oo the UR.
IT IS BEYOND doubt that
the Soviets could have other
reasons for entering the agree-
ment They may be under
pressure at home to cut down
on their military expenditures
in order to raise the standard
of living and ensure a contin-
ued satisfactory growth rate
for the Soviet economy.
They may also feel that
their current ideological and
strategic dispute with Pek-
ing warrants mending their
fences, at least temporarily,
with the West.*.
finslly. there is the possi-
bility that after trying for sev-
eral years to overcome the
strategic superiority of the
UR., they have decided that
this objective is out of tbs
question for the time being,
since it would require too
large an allocation of re-
sources to military programs.
NEVERTHELESS, the UR.
would be unwise to dismiss en-
tirely the possibility that the
Sovlsta may hope to exploit the
test ban to reduce the Ameri-
can margin of strategic super-
iority which was manifested at
the time of the Cuban confron-
tation last fall.
One reason for suspended
Judgement is the fact that this
agreement la different from
the one we have been trying
to negotiate at Cenova since
USE
The limited test ban treaty
initialed in Moscow seems to
depart from the principle of
international Inspection. This
Is something that should be
considered thoroughly dur-
ing the hearings in the U. 8.
Senate.
The lack of provision for
inspection in the current
treaty raises first of all a
question of security. Going be-
yond the specifics of the
treaty, however, the absence
of provision for inspection
raises the question of whether
this m%y create an undesirable
precedent for the writing of
other partial arms agreements
by the U. S. and the Soviet
Unio "' ‘ '
THE RELEVANCE fa this
issue is apparent when one re-
flects oo the repeated specu-
lations during the last two
years that the UR. and the
UR.S R may try to move to-
ward some kind of “parity” to
total nuclear missile capabil-
ity. Such an agreement would
of course require very rigid in-
spection and control.
Another possible arms
agreement frequently dis-
cussed to recent years —and
revived again to connection
with the Moscow test ban
treaty talks has been the
creation of a zoos fa military
disengagement or denuclcari-
ration to central Europe. If
such an agreement could aver
be reached. It. too, would re-
quire effective inspection and
control provisions.
Considerations such as these
wars clearly oo Pope John’s
mind when in Pacem in Ter-
ris he spoke of the need for
"an effective method of con-
trol" for any progressive and
reciprocal disarmament meas-
ures.
THE PREBENT treaty con-
tains a clause which clearly
permits any party to with-
draw upon three months' no-
tice, if it believes that its se-
curity is to any way Jeopar-
dized by development! related
to the subject matter of the
treaty.
In 'the UR., suspicion that
another signatory power wn
violating the treaty might well
lead to bitter internal debate
ovelr whether this country
•hould abrogate its treaty
obligation and resume tasting.
This and other related prob-
toms arise out fa the wording
of the ament treaty and also
out of the nature of military
technology Itself, which can-
fa* easily bo regulated by
ltftl* diplomatic tnatnmaota.
Tha Issues before the Amer-
ican people call for the appli-
cation of a highly critical po-
litical intelligence, which
seeks honestly to strike a bal-
ance between the interests of
all mankind namely, the de-
•lres of men for peace and
fears of a radioactive environ-
ment —and the security of
the UR. and of all those coun-
tries which throughout the
postwar period have depended
upon American military
strength.
WE SHOULD NOT expect
too much from the test ban. It
does not mean that the cold
war has suddenly come to an
end or that the UR. can afford
to relax its -defensive pro-
grams. Nor is it at all clear
that the teat ban will serve to
prevent tbs further prolifers-
tion of nuclear weapons to na-
tions not yet possessing them.
Communist China seems de-
termined to acquire nuclear
capabilities with or without
Soviet asaiatance. France has
already acquired them without
American help and will un-
doubtedly continue to develop
her “force de dissuasion" un-
lest the U.S. can somehow
heal the Atlantic alliance
breach.
Race-Religion
Meet to Hear
Gov. Hughes
NEWARK—Gov. Richard J.
Hughes will address the first
Greater Newark Conference oo
Religion and Race, which will
be held under interdenomina-
tional auspices Aug. 13 at Es-
sex Catholic High School.
The conference will also
feature a aeries of workshops
on the conference theme of
"Interracial Justice in Em-
ployment.” A declaration of
More on Roc# Crisis, Poqe 15
conscience emphasizing the
religious and moral basis of
the question of discrimination
will be read to the full assem-
bly.
The co-sponsors of the af-
fair are the office of the Co-
ordinator for Interracial Jus-
tice of the Archdiocese of New-
ark. Rev. Aloytius J. Welsh:
the Greater Newark Council of
Churches and the Jewish rab-
bis and lay leaders of the area.
THE PROGRAM win open
at 7:15 p.m. with a prayer of-
fered by a Negro clergyman,
who will also chair the first
session. The reading of the
declaration of conscieoA will
be followed by the Governor's
keynote address. Mayor Hugh
B. Addonizio will alao speak.
After an explanation of the
mechanics and purposes of the
workshops, the group will
break up to discuss the em-
ployment problem In five
fields: retailing, manufactur-
ing, building trades, white
collar and government Each
will be chaired by a clergy-
man and will have one re-
source person and a reporter.
There will be representatives
of minority groups (Negro and
Puerto Rican) at each work-
shop, as well as businessmen,
labor leaders, civil rights ex-
pert* and clergymen.
Following the workshops,
there will be another full as-
sembly at which Harold Lett,
consultant to the national de-
velopment program of the Na-
tional Conference of Christiana
and Jews, will give a summa-
tion.
Serving as co-chairmen for
the program with Father
Welsh are Rev. Earl O. Huff
of Israel A M E. Church, New.
ark. Rev. J. Sanford Loosing-
er of Third Presbyterian
Church and Rabbi Jonathan J.
Prinx. •
Charges of Persecution
In Vietnam Disputed
SAIGON, Vietnam -An
American working here for a
VS. private research organi-
zation has refuted charges that
the Vietnamese government
denies religions freedom and
Is undemocratic and mutable.
Harold F. Erickson of Sut-
ter Creek, CaL, wrote an
open letter in reply to Ameri-
Other Stevies, Popes 2, 12
can ministers who took a full-
page ad in the New Yerk
Times last June to protest:
(I) US. aid to a country al-
legedly denying t*Ug<m* free
dom; (») "immoral sprayin '
c r>p-<ietuo} tag chem-
icals and the ''herding of
menp paapte tale men etia
tten camps salted strategic
hamlets' **; (» the ha»,~«l
Americas* Uvea “to boliur a
regime universally regarded
aa unjust. undemocratic and
unstable": and (4> "The fiction
that this is *fighting for free-
dom'."
(Meanwhile. Buddhist organi-
stions In Saifon seat a latter
to' President Kennedy com-
plaining of an alleged state-
ment by retiring U. S. Ambas-
sador Frederick E. Sotting Jr.
that he had not seen any evi-
dence of religious persecution
in South Vietnam. In Washing-
ton. a POAU leader called on
the State Department to make
“much stronger represents -
tion” to the Diem government
concerning alleged religious
persecution and to cut off U. S.
aid unless reforms are under-
taken.)
ERICSSON, a 1950 graduate
of the UJS. Naval Academy,
has been in Vietnam for four
months. He is engaged in re-
search on military operations
under a contract with the VS.
Army. He said "there is not
now. nor has there ever been,
any denial of religious Ire*
dom to Buddhisla in Viet-
nam.”
Be noted that the Genera]
Association of a«*aui.
which staged recent Saigon
demonstrations, had as their
first demand that Bnddktste he
gnnUtod to fly their own flag.
"There Is ne recognized flag
af Buddhism, as aneh; the flag
hi question" to Out eg Uteaa-
socialise "which by no mesa*
represents Buddhism."
He said. too. that the order
requiring that the flag
take precedence over all other
flags “was first invoked
against Catholics," who were
ordered to haul down papal
flags at a church dedication
in Hoc.
REGARDING freedom of
worship, Erickson said ''there
has been oo suppression of
Buddhist services or obser-
vances.” Further, be said,
one-fourth of existing Buddhist
pagodas have been built since
the Diem government came to
power, another fourth have
been rehabilitated and the
government granted $125,000
for these projects.
Turning to the spraying pro-
gram, Erickson said crop de-
struction is carried on only in
areas occupied by communist
guerillas and alongside arter-
ial roads in order to cut down
the possibilities of anibush.
“Without any doubt.” be said,
the program "has saved
hundreds of lives.”
AS FOR STRATEGIC ham-
lets. he said the charge that
they arc concentration camps
"is absurd.” He said they pro-
vide for the first time protec-
Jfletnxm^fltrmer
TURNING TO the charge
that the regime is "uufvenal-
ly regarded as unjust." Erick-
son said it is obvious that
there Is opposition to the gov-
ernment but “this opposition
is by no means universal
here, where it matters most”
While the Diem government
is not democratic, Erickson
said, “it does not pretend to
be” democratic. He described
its government as “personal-
ism” which he said is to the
right politically and to the
left economically. “It might
well be the most effective and
most desirable form of gov-
ernment for this new nation at
this particular stage of its de-
velopment," he said.Assignments in Paterson
Name Exile Priest
To Passaic Parish
PATERSON-Rev. Anthony
Dunay, who left his native
Hungary at the order of Jo-
seph Cardinal Mindszenty, has
been appointed administrator
of St. Stephen's pariah, Pas-
saic, it was announced this
week by Bishop James J. Na-
vagh.
The Bishop also announced
assignments for five newly-
ordained priests, two of them
from Ireland, and the transfer
of one assistant. Rev. Joseph
A. Nemihak, from Assump-
tion, Passaic, to Our Lady of
Mercy, Whlppany.
FATHER DUNAY had been
serving as an assistant at Our
Lady of Hungary pariah.
Northampton, Pa., before com-
ing to Passaic. He succeeds
Rev. John Gaspar, who died
Feb. W. •
Born in Nagykolked, Hun-
gary, Father Dunay was or-
dained in 1989 after studies at
the University of Vienna. He
served as e chaplain in the
Hungarian Army during World
War U. In 1R49, he was or-
dared to leave the country
when Cardinal Mindszenty dis-
covered that communist offi-
cials were planning his arrest
In Austria, he received hi*
doctorate in sacred theology
from the University of Vienna.
He also served as pastor of
displaced Hungarian Catholics
living in the Salzburg area. In
1919, Father Dunay wa« invit-
ed to come to the Northamp-
ton parish.
THREE OF THE new
priests to be assigned to their
first duties are recent gradu-
ates of North American Col-
lege, Rome, and the Univer-
sity of Louvain. Rev, Bernard
Prusak Is assigned to Assump-
tion. Morristown. Rev. Thom-
as Sucbon to St. Therese's,
Paterson, after summer duties
at Our Lady of the Lake,
Sparta, and Rev. John Kamp-
hausen to St Joseph's, Lincoln
Park.
The two Irish priests are
Rev. William McCarthy, as-
signed to St. Patrick's, Chat-
ham, *and Rev. Eugene Bo-
land, assigned to SL Peter the
Apostle, Troy Hills.
WELCOME TO NEWARK - Abbot Patrick M. O'Brien,
O.S.B., left, of St. Mary's Abbey welcomes Abbot Primate
Benno Gut, O.S.B, .to St. Mary's Priory, Newark, Aug. 1.
It was the Abbot Primate's first stop on a visitation of
Benedictine monasteries and convents in the U.S. The
Abbot Primate, here from Rome, being accompanied on
his tour by his brother, Rev. Philip Gut, O.S.B., also visited
St. Paul's Abbey, Newton, and the Benedictine Sisters
motherhous in Elizabeth. (Other photos. Page 3.)
Two to Observe
World Council
VATICAN CITY <NC)
The ecumenical council's Sec-
retariat for Promoting Chris-
tian Unity has appointed two
American priests as official
Catholic observers at the forth-
coming meeting in Rochester,
N.Y., of the 100-member Cen-
tral Committee of the World
Council of Churches.
The two are Rev. Gustave
Weigel. S.J., Woodstock Col-
lege (Md.) theology professor
and a consultant to the Chris-
tian unity secretariat, and
Rev. John B. Sbeerin, C.S.P.,
of New York, editor of the
Catholic World.
News From Vatican City
Pope: Unity and Vietnam
VATICAN CITY (NC>-Pop#
Paul VI told « group of Viet-
namese students at a special
audience Aug. 3 that their na-
.tion'e unity can be found in
the Christian brotherhood that
exists in the Catholic Faith
and that does not ignore the
particular characteristics of a
mHihi
Speaking In French, he wel-
comed them as the "living
•cho of a country which we
love greatly and whose merits,
needs, high civilization and
•offering we know well." He
•ssured them of the "esteem,
sympathy and hope with
which we watch your present
and your future."
• POPE PAUL continued: You
are hare in Rome and
in the house of the Pope, yet
you are not strangers here.
You are received as friends
and as citizens and, if you
have the good fortune of be-
ing a Catholic, you are re-
ceived as sons and brothers.
We call this friendship and
spiritual parenthood to your
attention to remind you of the
onlvarsal character of the
Church, which has this city as
its center but whose |<>|w|m<
is to spread its evangelical
meaaage of brotherhood
throughout the entire world.
“Think of it You see that
you are hare in one of the
moat interesting points in
time and apace because the
aecret of this place Is unity.
And, if you have the Faith,
we can tell you that the mys-
tery of the unity which one
must discover is here."
The marvel of this discov-
ery, the Pope said, is In the
fact that "this spiritual voca-
tion of unity applies just as
weQ to your nation ea it does
to otters.”
THE ESSENTIAL point
about this unity. Pop# Paul,
.-sided, rests on the fact that
"doae not ignore the rights,
merits or particular charac-
teristics of e nation, that it
does not suffocate the genius
of e people to whom It ap-
plies. On the contrary it boo-
ere, quickens and sanctifies
them. It gives them the coo-
scloushess of its mission in
their regard and it possesses
an interior force for expansion
into new and always deeply
human and beneficial cultural,
social and artistic forms."
The Pontiff admitted that
what he was saying waa not
•aaily grasped in its full
meaning but that he had no
fear in proposing such con-
siderations to students. He
said:
“What we are saying in
such simple terms is not al-
ways understood without the
effort of reflection and with-
out the help of some good
heavenly Inspiration. But you
are students, which meant
that you are attentive spirits
with minds open to the re-
search of truth, however, dif-
ficult and hidden it may be
...
To this end we invoke
upon you the light of the Holy
Spirit and give you our epos-
tolic blessing.”
•
Weekly Audiences
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Weekly general audiences will
be held on Wednesdays during
Pope Paul Vl’a stay at Caste]-
gandolfo, the papal Heater of
Chambers has announced.
Hsgr. Mario Nasalli Rocca
di Coreellano. said that the
Wednesday audience would
start Aug. 7.
On holidays, the announce-
ment continued, the Pope will
greet visitors at noon in the
residence's central courtyard.
He will recite the Angelua and
give hit blessing from a bal-
cony overlooking the court-
yard.
•
Briefer Papal Title
VATICAN CITY (NC)-Pope
Paul VI has given instructions
that the traditional formula
used in recreate to himself
in all official publications be
replaced by the simple term,
"the Holy Fatter."
In the past the formula
"La Santita di Nostro Sig-
nore" (the Holiness of Our
Lord) has been used in the
official notice* printed la the
Sedia (Official Acta of the
Holy See), and L'Osservatore
Romano. Vatican City daily.
Pope Paul considers the old
formula "ratter antiquated."
and feels the new form is
more in keeping with the
times.
•
Addresses Scouts •
VATICAN CITY (NC)-The
International Boy Scout Jam-
boree to Greece can help Its
participants tee the value of
universal human brotherhood.
Pope Paul VI declared in a
■pedal message to the scouts.
He toU the scouts that their
meeting place on the plaine of
Marathon is ••privileged toll"
that is "permeated a* are few
other place# in the world with
human end Christian culture."
The Pope remarked that the
llth International Jamboree
was being held at the time of
the ecumenical council, and
called to the attention of the
soouto the council’s reeponee
to a worldwide desire to end
the old di visions among Chris-
tians.
Ecumenicity
On Agenda
ROCHESTER (NC) - "Rala-
tiona with Roman Catholics"
will be among the subjects
discussed hr the policy-mak-
ing body of the World Council
of Churches at e meeting here
Aug. SfrSept 2.
The meeting of the World
Council's 100-member central
committee will bring to-
gether Protestant, Orthodox
and Anglican Church leaders
for discussions of Christian
unity.
It will follow by barely e
month the close of the fourth
international congress of the
World Council’s Faith end Or-
der Commission, which was at-
tended for the first time by
Catholic observers.
THE CENTRAL committee
meeting here will consider re-
ports on various sspsets of
unity adopted at the Fatih sad
Order meeting, according to e
World Council announcement.
During the central commit-
tee mooting e report on the
first seaman of the Second Vat-
ican Council wtu be given by
Dr. Lukes Vtoebar, rase arch
secretary of the Fntih and Or-
der Committion who repre-
sented the World Oouscii of
Churches as an nbeervar at
the ecumenical council's first
seseian and will return to
Rome in September when the
Vatican Council's second see-
aion begins.
People in the News
Jos* Cardinal da Costa
Nunes, Portuguese-born mem-
ber of the Roman Curia, re-
ceived a message from Pope
Paul VI on tho occasion of
his 60th anniversary of ordin-
ation. i
Patrick E. Raleigh of Chi-
cago has been named exe-
cutive assistant for Serra In-
ternational, business and pro-
fessional men’s organization
which promotes vocations to
the priesthood.
Rev. Paul Sekalte, 0.M.1.,
Germany’s "flying priest,’’
has received that nation’s
highest civilian award, the
Grand Federal Cross of
Achievement.
Aaiheny J. Celebreste, U S.
Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare, was received in
private audience by Pop* Paul
VI.
Augnstia Cardinal Rea. 8.J.,
president of the Secretariat for
Promoting Christian Unity,
has been awarded the Grotius
Medal of the Internatiooal
Grotius Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of International
Law for his achievements in
the ecumenical field.
Archbishop Egidio Vagooni,
Apostolic Delegate in the Un-
ited States, was received in
private audience by Pope
Paul VI.
Francis Cardinal Spellman
will receive the 1963 Distin-
guished Service Medal of lhn
American Legion Sept. 10 at '
Miami Beach, Fla. He is Mil-
itary Vicar of the Military
Ordinariate, which serves
nation's armed forces In this
country and abroad.
Fernando Cardinal Cento,
major penitentiary at Vatican
City, received good wishes
and Massing* from Pope Paul
VI oa the observance of his
09th birthday Aug. 10.
Francesco Cardinal Robert!,
prefect of the Apostolic Sig-
nature,'high Church court, re-
ceived congratulations from
Pop* Paul VI on the 30th an-
niversary of his ordination
Aug. I.
Addresses Methodists
Archbishop Hallman
Cites ‘New Spirit’
LAKE JUNALUSKA. N. C
(NC>—A new Catholic spirit
linked with ecumenism is to
evidence today, Archbuhop
Paul J. Hallman of Atlanta
told the meeting here of the
World Methodist Council.
"For an Archbishop of the
Catholic Church to come be-
fore a distinguished assembly
of Method lit* is surely a sign
of our times, of Uus brave
new world of the ecumenical
impulse," the Archbishop said
"Yet it is a blessed sign of
this age that the bravery no
longer ties to your Inviting
me, nor to my willingness to
accept, but rather tn our mu-
tual courage to face the fu-
ture.”
The World Methodist Coun-
cil has nearly » million mem-
hers throughout the world. IS
million of them In North
America.
"WE ARE WITNESSES of a
great historic shift from what
might be termed the ’post-
Reformation centuries' to a
new period of Church history,"
the Archbishop said. "It is
marked, on the Catholic side,
by a series of remarkable
Pope* from Leo XIII to Paul
VI; by a resurgence of Bibli-
ctl sod patristic studies, new
pastoral methods, reform of
the liturgy, and increased ecu-
menical concern and effort;
and dramatically by a single
momentous single event, the
Second Vatican Council.”
The Archbishop a tressed that
this reoovatioo and renewal ia
in no sens* a turning hack by
the Church upon the past, ‘‘bo-
causa the past is her when
Unce.”
“Yet." ha said, “anew Cath-
olic spirit is evident today
enkindled, under God. by our
ropes and Bishops, preached
and encouraged by our priests
and tea chart, pot into practice
by our pcopia ... It ia not a
tpmt of disruption nor rejec-
tion. Much leas is U ona of
compromisa with other beliefs,
or of easy accommodation to
the pressures of the world
“Certainly it ia not merely a
program of change for the
take of change. It is essential-
ly a transition W manner.
‘Tba substance of the ancient
doctnne ia on* thing.' said
Pop# John, tba way it it pre-
sented it another.* This change
in manner ran flow only from
a change in attitude: once
this is dona It can further issue
mto a change in approach.”
THE ARCHBISHOP added:
"W# would all rejoice if out
of the world meetings of Prot-
estants and Catholics there
would emerge the commitment
to work on the production of a
cum moo Bible.
Orthodox Urged
To ‘Correct Mistake'
ATHENS (RNS) - The Ecu-
menical Patriarchate and the
Orthodox Church to Greece
*era urged here to rectify
their "historic mistake” to not
tending observers to the Sec-
ond Vatican Council'* first
seation by doing so when the
council's second sessioo opens
next month.
The admonition cam* from
Dr. Hamikar Alivtaatos, the
country's leading lay Orthodox
theologian.
Dr. Aliviaatos is a member
of the World Council of
Churches’ policy-making Cen-
tral Committee and bead of
the Greek Orthodox Church's
Mutual Aid end Relations with
Foreign Churches Committee.
Dr. Almsatos made his
plea shortly after the Holy
Synod of the Orthodox Church
to Grvece had announced It
wouki meet Oct l to deter-
mine whether to tend dele-
ga te-obeerrers to the council *
second session, beginning
Sept. ».
DE. AIJVLSATOS said there
waa an "urgent need" for the
Orthodox Church to Greece
and the Ecumenical Patri-
archate to correct their ear-
lier mistake by sending to the
Vatican Council "observers
who will be capable not only
of perceiving the mingling of
world Christian streams now
taking place, but also of
neutralizing the bad Imprcs-
aion made by the separate ac-
tion of the Russian Church,
only Orthodox group repre-
sented at the first session,
which was at the expense of
Eastern Orthodox unity."
He praised Pop* Paul VI
for calling the council'! tec-
ood session, saying Uus
means he will walk to the
footsteps of his predecessor,
John XXUI.
He said the late Pope had
shown "the right understanding
of the negative meaning of the
horrid divisions, which so
vividly testified to the anti-
Christian spirit of so much of
Christianity" when the coun-
cil was summoned.
Lutherans Ask
Catholic Study
HELSINKI. Finland (NC>-
Tha Lutheran World Federa-
tion at its fourth assembly
was urged to intensify the
current Lutheran contact with
Roman Catholic theology.
Tho federation, repreeenting
about S3 mUUoa of the world's
72 million I-uthcrans, received
from Us specially appointed
fiie-member commission on
in ter-denominational research
■ report calling for establish-
ment of a foundation which
would strew research In Cath-
olic doctrine.
SchoolNews Roundup
Pennsylvania Kills Bus Bill
HARRISBURG, Pa. (RNS)
■ — Efforts to obtain tax-paid
bus transportation for Catho-
lic and othar non-public school
students have failed in the
Pennsylvania legislature.
The 1963 session adjourned
a few hours after House-Sen-
ate conference committee ef-
forts to reach a compromise
on tho Issue collapsed.
■Earlier the House of Repre-
£***. bad approved an
Optional free bus transporta-
tion bill under which school
districts would have been re-
imbursed wholly In State funds
for transporting pupils of non-
public schools.
In the Senate where the op-
tional bill failed to win ap-
proval, an earlier proposal
would have put the issue up to
state-wide referendum. The
house tabled this suggestion
by a vote of 171 to S.
The conference committee—-
where the bus transportation
bill finally died - was re-
portedly deadlocked, 3 to 3.
See. Paul L. Wagner, a com-
mittee member, said U bad
been agreed there would be
no conference report unless it
could be made unanimously.
Gov. William W. Scranton
received 11,000 pieces of mail
on the issue. He sought to an-
swer each communication
with form letters. The chair-
man of the House and Senate
education committees re-
ceived thousands of letters
and post cards, which they did
not answer because of the
volume of work involved.
Catholic Bishops had re-
quested their parishioners to
write in support of the legisla-
tion; the Pennsylvania Coun-
cil of Churches opposed the
measure.
•
Prayer Ban Cited
WASHINGTON (NC)-Rep.
John P. Saylor of Pennsyl-
vania used the U.S. Supreme
Court ban oa prayer In pub-
lic schools as a springboard
for support of his bill to al-
low incoma tax reductions for
parents of children attending
grad* and high schools and
colleges.
Saylor's bill (HR 54*0) cur-
rently is before the House
Ways and Means Committee
IU tax exemptions would ap-
ply to parents of all stu-
dents. In public or private
schools
Saylor, a foe of federal aid
to education for years, said
the Supreme Court prayer
ban baa raised a storm of pro-
tests from churchmen of all
denomination*.
“God and religion have all
but been driven from the pub-
lic schools." he said. “If pa-
rochial institutions become
beneficiaries of federal grants
—that la. public funds—bow
could they expect to escape
a similar fate?
•
Prayer to Stay
NEW YORK (NC) - The
president of the American Bar
Association aaid bo agrees
with tho Supreme Court deci-
sion barring Bible rending ami
formal prayer ia the class
room but that children would
continue to pray in tome way
in school.
"1 think people will continue
to pray in school* and children
will cootinu* to exercise their
freedom end also have the
right to abstain from praying
except in their own faiths,"
Sytveotor C. Smith Jr. said on
an Aug. 2 television program.
The ABA president also aaid
that prayer ic school might
take the form of “a moment
of meditation" by the students
"acting on their own volition."
IJp to Teacher
DAYTON (NC) - Hu Day-
ton Board of Education ha*
ended a policy of required
Bible reading and recitation
of the Lord'* Prayer in public
achoola.
It waa understood, however,
(hat Uieae practice* may be
continued in public school
classrooms at the discretion of
individual teachers.
•
Moral Reading Plan
WESTBROOK, Maine (RNS)
—The Westbrook School Com-
mittee voted to substitute
Bible readings and prayer
with moral, spiritual and pa-
triotic readings. The commit-
tee acted on the recommen-
dation of its superintendent.
ponding « clarification from
the State Department of Edu-
cation.
School Study
WILMINGTON, Del. (NC)
Wilmington’s Bishop Mi-
chael W. Hyle has ordered a
major study of the diocesan
school system to determine
"the extent to which tho
CathoUc population can sup-
port an expanded system.”
The Bishop said the study,
to be undertaken by a man-
agement consultant firm, was
made necessary by swelling
school enrollments. He direc-
ted that the study determine
the immediate and long-rasg#
needs, the requirements for
capital expenditure and needs
for services and personnel.
Presbyterians Invite
Catholic Observers
PRINCETON (RNS) - Two
Catholic observers will be in-
vited to attend the 19th Gett-
ers! Assembly of the World
Alliance of Reformed and
Presbyterian Churches (World
Presbyterian Alliance) at
Frankfurt, Germany. Aug. 3-
13. 1964.
Members of the Alliance
Executive Committee, meet-
ing here to map plana tor tba
world meeting of representa-
tive* of 93 Churches with a
total constituency of tt mil-
lion. voted unanimously to In-
vito CathoUc observers.
Parochial Schools
Subject of Study
CHICAGO (NC) Two ma-
jor universities have begun an
I*-month nationwide survey to
measure how parochial school
education affects the lives of
Catholic adults.
The study, launched Aug. 1,
is being mad* by the National
Opinion Research Center of
the University of Chicago in
cooperation with the Uni-
versity of Notre Detne.
Rev. Andrew M. Greeley, a
Chicago sociologist who is a
member of the research cen-
ter staff, is directing the study.
It ia being financed by a $136.-
000 grant from the Carnegie
Corporation.
THE UNIVERSITY of
Chicago said the study tt de-
signed pnmanly to compare
Catholics who attended public
schools with Catholics who at-
tended parochial schools
It will attempt to iesrn what
differences exist between the
two groups with respect to re-
ligious practice*, occupational
achievement, attitudes toward
•ork and education, attitudes
and opinions on representative
non-religious public issues and
integration or lack of integra-
tion into the larger commun-
ity.
Plans are to interview about
2.000 Catholic families and 500
noo-Cslhoiir families. The lat-
ter will be done to learn
whteher the difference* be-
tween the two group* of Catho-
lics are greater or lesser than
differences between Catholics
and those of other faiths.
THE STUDY ALSO will eon-
trast Catholics who have sent
their children to public schools
with those whose children at-
tend parochial schools. This is
intended to determine the
meaning of parochial schools
to parents, the university said.
Father Greeley said the sur-
vey will test the assumption
that there is “a special moral
and value flavor" in parochial
education which gives it*
graduate* “the proper orienta-
tion to life.”
A committee of CathoUc*
and non-Catholics will work on
the survey with Father Gree-
ley and Peter H. Rossi, direc-
tor of the research center.
Father Greeley, pointing to
the need for the study, com-
mented that “it has become
increasingly obvious that the
social, economic and educa-
tional attainments of the
American Catholics have un-
dergone upward changes in the
last generation.
‘ It is by no means clear,
however, what implications
these changes have for Amer-
ican society. Key roles in the
economic and political life of
the nation are beihg occupied
more and more frequently by
Catholics who are products of
our parochial school system.
“It therefore becomes im-
perative to learn what sort of
orientations are to be ex-
pected from our students.”
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Role as Cathedral Climaxes Church’s Story
By JERRY COSTELLO
PASSAIC The designation
of St. Michael’s as the cathe-
dral church for the new By-
zantine Rite Eparchy (dio-
cese) of Passaic climaxes a
long and not always happy his-
tory of the parish the sec-
ond oldest in the city.
The story of St. Michael’s
reflects, in a sense, the story
of the Byzantine Rite in Amer-
ica the arrival of the first
priests In the late 1800’a to
car# for immigrants from
Southeastern Europe; later,
frequent and often bitter quar-
elling along national lines,
which In some cases led to
permanent separations; and
finally a flourishing growth
now tangibly recognized by
th# Holy Se#.
LATIN RITE Catholics are
often confused by whnt seem :
to be an unending number of
designations for various divi-
sions of the Eastern Church.
St. Michael’s, for example, is
known as Byzantine. Ruthen-
ian, Rusin, Greek Catholic or
Old Slavonic.
However, the difficulty Is
largely a matter of termi-
nology. and the divisions are
not as complex as they first
seem. There are several East-
ern (Oriental) Rites, with the
Byzantine Rite the largest
among them. The Byzantine
Rite, in turn, has IX national
subdivisions. The Ruthenians
(both Rusins and Ukrainians)
are by far the largest body
within the Byzantine Rile,
with some 5.5 million mem-
bers throughout the world
In the U.S.. the Rusins
(from the Carpathian area)
have been under the jurisdic-
tion of the Pittsburgh Exar-
chate. It is this body with
which the people of St. Mi-
chael’s have been affiliated
and from which the new dio-
cese was formed. The Ukrain-
ians (or Galicians) in the U. S.
have been under the jurisdic-
tion of the Philadelphia Arch-
eparchy. In recent years new
Ukrainian dioceses were es-
tablished in Stamford and Chi-
cago.
”WE WERE delighted by
the Holy See’s action estab-
lishing our new diocese,"
Msgr. John A. Slim, pastor of
St. Michael’s, said this week,
“but we were also unprepared.
We’re doing a thorough reno-
vation job on the church and a
lot of the windows are boarded
up. Who ever thought this
would b# a cathedral church?"
If the thought had been far
from Msgr. Stim’s mind, it
must have been entirely unim-
aginable to Rev. Nicephore
Chanath, who bought the Dun-
dee Evangelical Mission Chap-
el at First and Bergen Sts. in
Passaic in WO and became
the first pastor of St. Mi-
chael’s. Eastern Rite Catho-
lics, who first came to work in
the mills that bordered the
Dundee Canal in 1179, had pre-
viously been served by St.
Nicholas. Passaic's first par-
ish. St. Michael's became its
second.
In 1854 Bishop Wlnand Wig-
ger of Newark appointed Rev.
Eugene Szatala to succeed Fa-
ther Chanath. and it was dur-
ing his eight-year pastorale
that the parish experienced its
first great growth. Thousands
of Eastern Europeans were
flocking to America, many of
them finding their way to Pas-
saic's East Side.
THE GROWING parish had
its sad moments as dissenting
groups balked at some juris-
dictional regulations and left
the community of St. Mi-
chael's. The squabbling proved
costly. A parish history writ-
ten by Michael J. Jackovics
several years ago points up
some of the difficulties:
’’The physical property was
deteriorating. Functional poli-
ciea were stretched in con-
flicting directions through the
agency of political factions.
Even the authority of their
own cemetery which they had
purchased even before the ex-
istence of other 'Eastern Style’
churches in the area bad been
so cunningly and cleverly ma-
nipulated by the departing
dissenters that upon a belated
awakening in the parish it was
discovered the cemetery was
gone too ... Valuable building
lots adjacent to the north side
of the church were for some
unexplained reason unwisely
disposed of. and for a
pittance."
Through It all, however, the
parish managed in 1902 to raze
its first wooden church and
erect the present building —a
twin-spired church selling
about 400.
MEANWHILE. THE growih
of Eastern Rite Catholicism in
the U.S. bad progressed to
such a point that the Vatican
named Bishop Soter Ortinsky
of Philadelphia the first East-
ern Rite Bishop in the VS..
establishing the Philadelphia
Exarchate in 1915. He answer-
ed St. Michael’s need for a
strong pastor by naming Very
Rev. Michael Jackovics in
1918. He served for 31 years.
During this time the parish
grew and flourished despite in-
dustrial troubles in Passaic
which vitally affected the wel-
fare of parishioners. Father
Jackovics constructed an au-
ditorium and convent, acquir-
ed a cemetery, and introduced
the English language in both
the liturgy and sermons. Most
important, he succeeded in
uniting a divided congregation.
IT WAS ALSO during Fa-
ther Jaqkovics' pastorate that
Eastern Rite Catholics in the
U.S. were given two jurisdic-
tions. In 1924. the Philadel-
phia Exarchate, under Bishop
Constantine Bohachevsky, was
given jurisdiction over the
Ukrainian (Galician) Catho-
lics, and the Ruthenians came
under the spiritual care of the
newly-formed Pittsburgh Ex-
archate, with Bishop Basil Ta-
kach as their leader.
The Philadelphia Sec is now
known as the Ukrainian Catho-
lic Archeparchy of Philadel-
phia. It has been divided
twice. The Ukrainian Catholic
Diocese of Stamford was es-
tablished In 1956, and the Dio-
cese of St Nicholas in Chicago
for the Ukrainians was estab-
lished in 1961.
The Pittsburgh Exarchate
remained intact, serving pll
*ll of the U,S., until last
week's announcement.
ST. MICHAEL'S continued
its growth under Msgr. Slim,
who became pastor in 1951.
There have been physical im-
provements —most notably
the acquisition of a school and
its complete modernization
but perhaps no contribution
has been as important as the
vitality Msgr. Stim has breath-
ed into the parish.
MAXING CALLS - Abbot Pri-
mate Benno Gut examines
construction plans (top
photo) with Abbot Charles
V. Coriston O.S.B. of St.
Paul's Abbey, Newton. Be-
low, the Abbot Primate con-
tinues his visitation at the
Benedictine Sisters mother-
house in Elizabeth, where
Mother Cornelia, O.S.B., pri-
oress and major superior, is
showing him around, with
the help of Sister Clarence
Marie, O.S.B., subprioress,
Rev. Lambert Dunn, O.S.B.,
American Benedictine proc-
urator general, right, is ac-
companying the Abbot.
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Communism and Poverty
Feeding all the hungry mouths of the
world will not starve communism to
death. Damning every element of revolt,
whether it is Asian, Latin, European or
American, as “communist inspired" will
not condemn communism to oblivion.
COMMUNISTS will capitalize on
poverty, unrest, and dissatisfaction. But
they are not really interested in the in-
dividual sufferer. A morality of right and
wrong does not exist for the communist.
The individual is just a cog in the wheels,
churning for his time, to roll out the
classless society. World communism is
committed to the violent overthrow of the
existing social order. It is dedicated to
establishing a worldwide Soviet repub-
lic. We have already been told, "We will
bury you.”
The autobiographies of converted
communists have significant similarities.
Their beginnings in communism came
during college days In an atmosphere of
intellectualism. There was a rebellious
dissatisfaction with the status quo. Re-
ligion was not an Integral part of their
philosophy of living. They felt compassion
for the impoverished, though they may
never have felt the actual pinch of pover-
ty. Their real poverty was a poverty of
the spirit.
There is a call to teach communism
in our schools. This Is good. But let the
high schools and colleges teach beyond
historical facts. Students should learn
how a communist thinks, what motivates
his life, what he ambitions and with what
means. We need not fear the inconsisten-
cies, the amorality and insincerity of com-
munism explained to our students. We
have a political philosophy baaed on sin-
cere respect of the Individual undar Qod.
We have a religiously rooted program of
social Justice to offset tha spiritual pov-
erty of atheistic communism.
Federal Aid—Federal Court
Recently at Femdale, N. Y., 85% of
Hebrew Day Schools, responding in a na-
tional poll, declared themselves in favor
of federal aid for the secular part of their
teaching programs. This was disclosed at
the opening session of a four-day annual
convention of the National Conference of
Yeshiva Principals. Dr. Joseph Kamin-
etsky, director of the National Society for
Hebrew Day Schools, said the poll cover-
ed 109 schools In 56 cities. Of these, only
11 schools or a mere 10% opposed any
federal aid. The National Society for He-
brew Day Schools, which has favored fed-
eral aid for secular programs for several
years, undertook the poll after dissenting
schools questioned whether the society
spoke for a majority of the schools in
this matter.
THE 88% favoring federal aid rep-
resented 94 schools. Of those, 84 schools
had no fear that federal aid might lead
to federal interference. Fifteen schools
feared there might be interference but,
of those, several favored the aid, Indicat-
ing they would take their chances.
In reporting to the convention his
advocacy of federal aid for parochial
schools, Dr. Kaminetsky said: "It is un-
fair to place the entire burden of the ed-
ucational costs of Hebrew day schools
entirely upon the parents of day school
students who also contribute their share
of the taxes which finance our public
school system. These schools serve the
entire community."
The Advocate welcomes this position
of Dr. Kaminetsky and hie associates, not
because we needed proof or verification
of our editorials and the pen of our very
able Ed Grant, but because it is nice to
have company In the truth.
The truth is that our position Is right
and true, and the day will come when ell
men of good will,will recognise this truth.
The Other Christ Today
In the recent past, great and neces-
sary emphasis has been placed upon the
role of the layman in the life of the
fchurch. It Is an importance that no one
Can deny though many may overlook or
disregard. From the days of the centuri-
on, the layman’s role has been interwoven
with the Priesthood of Christ It is im-
portant,however, In this rwemphasis upon
the role of the pertidpeting layman, that
the essential role of the priests be not
overlooked in its turn. The Fees! of St.
John Vlsnney, the Cure of An, provides
a good opportunity to re-cmphasiie the
role of the priest the other Christ of con-
temporary society.
THE CURE OF ARS lived in the
days of the Second Empire, when France
was corrupt and her splendor was only e
camouflage for the decay. The Cure came
among the people to do three things and
three things only: to offer the Sacrifice
of the Mass and feed the starving with tha
Bread of Life; to listen to tales of sin
upon tha Ups of remorseful men and
cleanse them with the sacramental grace
of the confessional; to offer his own life
in a perpetual sacrifice for the sins of
mankind in imltaUon of Christ upon tha
Cross.
It was the performance of these du-
tlee as perfectly es he was able that drew
men and women to him. It was the ex-
ample of Christ functioning in his priestly
souls that revitalized those who came to
him. It was the vlalbUity, the ectualUy of
his Christllkeness that mada of the Cure
one of the starting points of the Catho-
lic Revival In France
POPE PAUL VI, Just a few hours
before his coronation, addressed a great
group of dargy in the ClemenUne Hall of
the Vatican. His address might wtU be
considered e kind of keynote to his reign.
H# chose to talk not of the evils and the
dangers, the fears and the frustrations of
the 20th century. Instead, he spoke of
something more vital: he spoke of the
priesthood in the modern world.
The Pontiff declared that the evan-
gellxaUon of the modern world, so often
profane end hostile to religion . . . "de-
pends principally on the clergy. This Is as
Christ ordained it and as the Churchcon-
stantly proclaims." The Pope further said
that there has never been en ege so con-
trary to tha concept of the priesthood as
this present age. Yet, he continued, there
has never been an age so much in need
and so responsive to the pastoral assist-
ance of good and zealous priests.
St. John Vlsnney brought Christ into
the world through the vitality of his
priesthood. Now, even 100 years later, it
la the vitaUty of Um priesthood which can
make Christ visible In the world for the
salvation and the inspiraUon of mankind.
Levi Obeys Lord’s
Bid to 'Follow Me'
By FRANK J. SHEED
In the Roman Empire taxes
ware numerous. There was an
Income tax, a property tax
usually levied only when funds
ran low, export taxes, death
dudes, purchase taxee, duties
OB foods leaving the district.
It waa the Roman custom to
call for tenders tor the collec-
tion of taxes In a province,
the winner being the man who
offered to retain the lowest
commlaalon for himself.- He
was the publican and em-
ployed a number of subordi-
nates called exactors. It wr*
to the Interest of the publican
to get as much out of the pro-
vincials as he could manage,
because his commission would
rise accordingly. .He was hat-
ed, and all his officials were
hated, everywhere not least
by the Jews.
ON HU WAY to the lake,
Our Lord pawed the desk of
one of these men, Levi. He
was at his unpleasing work
wheq Our LorcU paused In
front of his desk and said
"Follow mo." Levi simply fol-
lowed him, leaving his cash,
his account books, aad the Uae
of people who had been won-
dering how much be would ex-
tort from them.
In all the history of conver-
sion, it would be hard to find
one quite like this. "Follow
me,” the Carpenter had said.
Follow Him where? Towards
whst? The Carpenter had not
said and the tax-collector did
not ask. It was enough for
Levi that he was to follow the
Carpenter. Levi was to be-
come Matthew. Only In Mat-
thew's account Is he named so.
Mark In his second chapter,
and Luke In his fifth, call him
Levi only.
LEVI MADE a great feast
in his own house, and invited
Jesus and his disciples. There
they ate with a number of
Levi’s colleagues—hated and
despised and prosperous like
himself. There were other
fuasts too. lumped together In
tho Gospel accounts undar tha
one word "sinners." One won-
ders what the four fishermen
mada of their now companion.
What did Lavl’a colleafue*
think? And hla wife? How did
ho break it to her that ha was
resigning from a highly-paid
post, in order to join up with
a Carpenter,ln an enterprise
that he hardly comprehended
himself? Or had the Carpen-
ter, perhaps already won her?
Of all this wo know noth log
at- all. She U simply one of
those forgotten women, the
wtvefe of the Apostles. Celi-
bacy, we remember, waa not
held in any honor among tha
Jaws, save by eccentrics like
the Esseaes. Most of tho Apos-
tles would have had wives,
but they are never menUoned.
We have been considering
the mixed group inside Levi’s
house. But there was a group
outside too, not yet certain
about tha Carpenter but grow-
ing towards certainty.
It's About Time
Columnist Lawrence
Poses a Puzzler
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Recently, official spoke*
men tar the National Council
of Churches, the Synagogue
Council of America, sod tho
NCWC'e Social Actkm Depart-
ment presented Joint testl-
mony before three Congres-
sional committees In support
af the Presidents Civil Rights
BUI.
This was tha first time la
UJ. history that our major re-
hgteua ergaaliaUona had pre-
sented n united Croat in sup-
port of a particular legislative
program In the past they had
always acted independently,
though often their separate
statements an pending social
legislation were basically
vary much alike.
COLUMNIST DAVID Law-,
fence, commenting on the tes-
timony. was anything but lav-
or a bint
"There's supposed to be t
‘wall of separation between
church and state' erected
under the Constitution." Law-
rence pointed out
"But something happened In
Washington last Thursday."
ha continued, "which Indicates
that tha wall apparently bars
entry from only one side ...
Whether tt la In the field of
‘conscience’ or 'commerce,'
the principal religious organi
rations of the nation now as-
sart tha right t» ... taka part
la the pressure* being exerted
in the lobbies of the Capitol to
secure tha enactment of car-
tab laws barring racial dis-
crimination ... So there ap-
pears to be a onesided wall of
separation between church
and state.*'
LAWRENCE SEEMS to be
saying that It la improper. If
not unconstitutional. for reli-
gious organisations to testify
either for or against pending
legislation. But I find it diffi-
cult to believe that he Is un-
qualifiedly committed to such
a doctrinaire position.
What la really bothering
him? There teem to be two
related answers:
• Lawrence la not in favor
at civil rights legislation and
consequently is unhappy about
tha fact that religious organi-
sations art supporting it;
• Ha !i afraid that religious
organisations will eventually
go beyond tha endorsement of
civil rights legislation as such
and come out against these
state laws which prohibit In-
terracial marriages.
"The expressed position of
tha churches today on racial
discrimination," he aays,
"could lead logically to a le-
gal sanction of intermarriage
or at'least a declaration that
for a state to forbid it la ‘a
blasphemy against God'."
Di'tkttr. ixiW Anton Dtpt.. NCWC
I HOPE THAT Mr. La*,
reara’s fears on this score are
wtU founded.
There may still be a number
of sociological reasons Why it
would be inadvisable, as a
general rule, to encourage in-
terracial marriages at the
present time, but that's beside
the point.
Tha point U that the itates
hive no moral right to prohibit
such marriages.
Lawrence's defense at state
laws prohibiting interracial
marriages Is patently inconslt
tent with his own philosophy
of government Lawrence
as regular readers of Ms col
umn will have noted is a)
most frantically concertir-i
about the rights of the individ-
ual in economic and social life
and is unalterably opposed to
anything that he regards at
excessive governmental inter-
ference with the free exercise
of these rights
This is all well and good, but
what about the right of the in-
dividual to enter into mar-
riage with the person of his
choice, regardless of that per-
son's racial background* Sure-
ly this is a mere fundamental
and more sacred right than
any of the economic and social
rights that Mr. Lawrence has
spent so much energy defend
ing during his long and very
distinguished career as an edi-
tor and publicist
August Intentions
Tha Holy Father's gen-
eral intention for August is:
The spiritual training of
Catholic youth.
The mission Intention rec-
ommended to the Apostle-
ship of Prayer by the Pope
Jg; ■ ■ ■
That Catholicism la Indo-
nesia may contribute to-
ward national peace and
prosperity. '
The Press Box
Birth Control
And U.S. Policy
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Mtttjgtmg FJiior
Cosukteriag th* outcry such
proposals bars generated in
thf past. Catholic spokesmen
clerical, lay and institu-
tional hast been stramcly
qutet about th* latest move
to put the federal government
Into the birth control business.
Without benefit of a public
hearing, the 17-member Sen-
ate Foreign Relations Com-
mute# on July 19 voted to
give foreign aid administra-
tors the authority to distribute
funds for "roaoarch into the
problems a 4 controlling popu-
lation growth" when such
funds are requested by a
country receiving aid from the
U. 8.
IN ADDITION, the govern-
ment would bo authorized "to
provide technical (this la,
trained experts and informa-
tion) and other assistance" to
carry out birth control pro-
grams.
On* reason for the absence
of Catholic reaction undoubt-
edly was a lack of knowledge
that such a move was con-
templated. One wonders why
the Foreign Relations Commit-
tee would Inject such a known-
to-be controversial program in-
to the foreign aid bill without
holding public hearings.
Catholics, however, wort not
the only ones caught flat-
footed. Administration of-
ficiate. too. were surprised.
The government had not re-
quested such authority If It
had, the request would have
been public knowledge and
there certainly would have
been prior debate —and of-
ficiate of tha State Depart-
ment and tha Agency for In-
ternational Development said
the proposal was made with-
out their knowledge.
IT 18 POSSIBLE, but not
probable, that those officiate
are playing possum. If they
had been in on the secret,
there most likely would have
been a leak, Washington be-
ing what It te. Moreover, State
only recently teiued in
pamphlet form a statement
outlining official government
policy
That policy has been to re-
fer nations requesting birth
control Information and as-
sistance to non-governmental
groups. Within the United
States itself, government po-
licy has been to Support re-
search into fertility, and the
National Institutes of'Health
it spending about S7 million
tor that purpose this year.
CATHOIJCS HAVE opposed
the expenditure of funds on
birth control programs on the
grounds that, through the tax
system, they would be forced
to support financially a pro-
gram that it Immoral. Thus
in 1959 the American hier-
archy declared that "United
States Catholics will not.
, .
support any public assistance,
either at home or abroad, to
promote artificial birth preven-
tion, abortion or sterilization
whether through direct aid or
by means of internaUOaal or-
ganizations."
It was in 1959 that a for-
eign aid study group named
by President Eisenhower rac-
om mended governmental as-
sistance for birth control pro-
grama overseas. The Presi-
dent, however, rejected the
suggestion and emphatically
stated that birth control te not
a proper governmental actlvl-
ty or responsibility.
President Kennedy has nev-
er token such a firm stand
and this may be one reason
Sen. J. William Fulbright.
chairman of the foreign aid
committee, ‘slipped in his pro-
posal at thla Uma. Tha au-
thorization to provide birth
control help was inserted in a
$2 billion research section of
the administration’* proposed
$4.5 billion foreign aid budget.
Thla te the type of thing
that could easily glide through
the Senate when it reaches the
floor unless public reaction 1a
such to convince the Senate
that its inclusion would en-
danger public auppert for for-
x elgn aid.
The Question Box
Does Sin Prevent
Valid Marriage?
Rtv. Leo Earley, S.TJD., a, nd Rev. Robert Hint, S.TJD., of
Immaculate Conception Seminary, Darlington, Ramsey, NJ,
are editors of Tbt Question Box. Questions may be addressed
to them there for answers in ibis column, or to Question Bom
Editor, The Advocate, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, NJ.
Q. 1 know that Matrimony
la a sacrament of the living,
that is, regain* the *tate of
grace 1a thoae who receive It.
This cause* me some difficul-
ty. I am wondering If tha cou-
ple who are aot te the state
of grace at the Uma of the
ceremony realty receive the
sacrament* If not, then te it
true to say that they an mar-
ried, but never received the
Sacrament of Matrimony?
A. True, Matrimony tea
sacrament of the living, In-
stituted by Christ our Lord to
Increase sanctifying grace
rather than to give it back to
a aoul dead te mortal sin. To
receive thla sacrament in the
state of mortal ate would itself
boa mortal sin. But the
spouse or spouse* who do get
married in the Church, even
though they are In the state
of mortal stn, still receive the
sserament and their msrrisge
1s valid.
Our Lord raised the mar-
riage contract between Chris-
tians to the dignity of s sacra-
ment for It to be the source
and channel from which the
married persons receive all
the divine graces tnd helps
needed to lead a holy and
successful conjugal life in the
eyes of God
Unrepented and unforgiven
mortal tin present in Die soul
at the time of the reception of
this sacrament Is an obstacle
to the conferral of these
graces which demand a
recipient who 1* already in the
friendship of Almighty God;
and It continue* to block off
these graces until the divine
friendship is regained, that is.
until the state of sanctifying
grace te recovered.
BIT THE SACRAMENT,
which is identical with the
matrimonial consent itself, is
still validly received, although
the grace* of the sacrament
are conferred only when the
obstacle it removed This is
what is technically known as
"reviviscenc#'’ of the sacra-
ment it "come* to life
again
"
Thus. If one or both of the
partners were in mortal sin
during their marriage Cere-
mony, the regaining of th#
state Of grace at any subse-
quent time would also moon
th* reception of th* graces
proper to the Sacrament of
Matrimony.
At a practical note, the
prospective spouse who un-
happily finds himself or her
self in mortil sin before the
marriage ceremony should
make every effort to receive
the Sacrament of Penanc-
This is. of course, th* better
and more secure way of In-
surlag a licit and fruitful re-
ception of the Sacrament of
Matrimony But. strictly
speaking, an act of perfect
contrition, with the intention
of going to confession as soon
as morally possible, would
suffice to regain the state of
grace before the marriage
take* place.
If, however, the wedding
were to take place at a Nup-
tial Mass at which the brido
and groom, were to receive
Holy Communion, then coo-
fesslon tnd aacramenUl abso-
lution would bo absolutely re-
quired beforehand.
q. After rending ye*r ex-
planation of the Church law
on cremation hi the Inly IS
Advocate I ask yonr Judgment
on a problem I will be faring
when my kutbamd (not a
Catholic) diet. Bo la already
well advanced te ago tad still
Insists that hie body ho cre-
mated. What meet I de?
A. Granting that your hue-
bind perseveres unto death in
his express will to bo
cremated, there it nothing for
you to do except comply with
hix desire in making such
funeral arrangement*. He te
not Catholic, and if he re-
mains outside the Church until
death, the ecclesiastical pro-
hibition against cremation will
not strictly apply to him. (We
noted before that the Church
finds nothing intrinsically evil
in cremation!)
But you should see to it, in
so far a* possible, that your
friends and relatives under-
stand that the cremation waa
not your will and doing; that
you would have preferred
burial of his remains, but had
no choice except to carry out
hia life-long intent.
Q. Are there any special in-
dulgences attached to serving
Mass?
A. Yes, by virtue of a grant
made by Pope Pius XI, the
Mass server gains a partial
indulgence of three years each
time he serve* Mass This ap-
plies not only to the one or
two servers at a low Mass,
but also to all the ministers
at a sung or solemn Mass.
(Enc. Ind , no. 674).
Q. Hew long after a person
died may the Sacrament of
Extreme Unction be admin-
istered?
A. Extreme Unction may be
administered only to a living
baptized person. Since tha
time of probation for us hu-
man beings ends at the mo-
ment of death when w* enter
into our final and eternal state
of salvation or damnation, aft-
er real death has occurred,
no sacrament can have any
effect
However, as long as there
is i possibility that real death
has not yet token place. Ex-
treme Unction (and Baptism
and Penance, for that matter)
may be administered condi-
tionally. that is. under the
condition that the person is
not truly dead. With this In
mind, we note that often it
is quite difficult to determine
the precise moment of real
death as distinguished from
apparent death.
No general rule may be giv-
en in this regard, since a
great deal depends on the
Cause of death and the pre-
vious condition of the person
who has apparently died. Usu-
ally there tea stronger reason
to judge that real death does
Dot coincide with apparent
death in the case of a healthy
person who has met with a
sudden accident than for u
very old person who has been
languishing for a long time.
In any event, the priest
Should always be summoned
immediately, since he will be
best equipped to Judge
whether the sacraments
should be administered at all
or only conditionally.
For Vocations
Members of the Apoito
Isle for Vocation! can gain
a pi roar) indulgcnca under
the ordinary conditions on:
Aug. IS Feast of the
Assumption
Oner a week for reciting
dally, with piety, any pray*
er for vocations approved
by the ecclaaiaatical au-
thority.
A partial indulgence of
SOO days can be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to
the priesthood
Our Parish
As far as I know, M a'am, we don't have a camp for mothers.
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A Reply To
Hans Kueng: V
By MSGR. GEORGE W. SHEA, S.T.D.
Rtttor, ImmscuUie Conception Seminary
The printer omitted an im-
portant phrase from last
week’s argument here that
Canon, 1351 la not, aa Father
Kueng intimates, something of
an innovation. The text should
have read: "(the Code dtes)
in support of the canon,
Church documents reaching
back to the Middle Ages,”
etc. In confirmation of the ar-
gument one can Invoke Pope
Pius XH’s IMS statement to
the Sacred Rota, that the
above canon is the faithful
echo of the doctrine taught by
the Church from the first cen-
turies of Christianity.
Also discussed in last week’s
article was the meaning of
an Important passage in
Pope John XXIII's Pacem in
Terris. Lack of space forced
me to postpone mention that
the Latin text, which is the
definitive text, reads: “ad
recta m conscientiae suae nor-
mam” (“in accordance with
the right norm of his con-
science"). This bears out the
official Italian translation,
"retta coscienia" ("right
conscience”).
Indeed, the Latin wording,
where “right" modifies
“norm” rather than “con-
science," could be taken as a
subtle indication that the con-
science in question is a “true”
one, a conscience rightly in-
formed and formed.
THAT SAID, we can now re-
sume the study of Father
Kueng’s “stock-taking of man-
ifestations of freedom in the
Church.” He goes on to apply
to dogmas (divinely revealed
truths which the Church has in-
fallibly proposed as such and
which, therefore, we are
gravely bound to believe) what
he had just said about free-
dom of conscience, about the
alleged genuine moral right to
follow an invincibly erroneous
conscience.
"Certainly,” the lecturer
. states, soundly enough, “we
are convinced that there Is no
real conflict between our con-
science and the dogma of the
Church." Yet in the next
breath be adds: “But what is
also true is that a Christian
has never to accept a dogma
of the Church if it would be
against his conscience.”
Father Kueng is advocating,
then, in the name of an in-
vincibly erroneous conscience,
the genuine right of a Catholic
to humbly disobey the infalli-
ble teaching authority of the
Church. This assertion of his
bears on matters going to the
very heart of Catholicism.
Having made it, be was in
duty bound to clarify and ex-
plain it, if be could, to his au-
diences and readers. Yet no
real light is shed on his posi-
tion by anything said subse-
quently.
As so often elsewhere in his
lecture, once more Father
Kueng has pronounced all too
quickly on a delicate and com-
plex topic which should have
been discussed carefully and
thoroughly or eiso not taken
up at aU.
AMONG THE QUESTIONS
raised by the assertion that a
Christian has never to accept
a dogma against his consci-
ence, questions clamoring for
an answer but left un-
answered, is this. How does
Father Kueng’s position differ,
at bottom, from the Protestant
principle that the Individual Is
the supremo judge in matters
of faith and morals?
Again, in the case of a Cath-
olic who knows he must be-
lieve the Church’s dogmas and
that a particular doctrine, tor
example, Our Lady’s Assump-
tion. is a dogma, how is it
possible for him to have an in-
vincibly erroneous conscience
regarding that dogma and yet
still hold fast to the Church’s
infallibility?
And if It be possible, is it
possible for such a Catholic to
have acquired his invincibly
erroneous conscience without
moral fault? And if fault must
be admitted, does the alleged
genuine moral right still ob-
tain?
,
TALKING ABOUT what be
conceives to be the rights of
Catholics in regard to dogma,
as a pastor of souls Father
Kueng might well have re-
minded them of their duties,
too. But he is silent on the
duty defined by the First Vati-
can Council, that “by divine
and Catholic faith everything
must be believed that is con-
tained in the written word of
God or in tradition, and that
is proposed by the Church
as a divinely revealed object
of belief either in a solemn
decree or in her ordinary, uni-
versal teaching;” silent, also,
on the same council's rejection
of the position that “Catholics
could have good reason for
suspending their assent and
calling into question the faith
that they have already accept-
ed under the teaching author-
ity of the Church."
And ooe looks in vain for
any warning that a Catholic
who knowingly and intentional-
ly doubts or denies any doc-
trine of divlDe-Catholic faith
thereby becomes a heretic
(Code of Canon Law, canon
1335, 3), and that when this
heresy is expressed externally,
one cuts himself off from
membership in the Church
(Plus XII. Ency. on the Mys-
tical Body of Christ).
As the German Bishops put
it in a joint Pastoral Letter
shortly after the First Vatican
Council (August. ltTO): "To
affirm that ooe or another of
the doetzinea defined by the
ecumenical council la not con-
tained in Sacred Scripture and
in the Church’s tradition, or it
even in contradiction to them,
is an action incompatible with
the fundamentals of the Catho-
lic religion and leads to sep-
aration from the Church.”
Birth Control
And U.S. Aid
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
Neither Congress nor the
White House, I am confident,
wants to see the U.S. govern-
ment meddling, like a rich and
interfering mother-in-law, in
the marriage affairs of hus-
bands and wives in other
nations.
I have very little fear, there-
fore at least for the pres-
ent that any of our foreign
■id money is going to be spent
for contraceptives, for birth
control clinics, or for abortions
or sterilizations.
ALL THE SAME, there Is
always some propaganda in
favor of that sort of thing, and
so I think something needs to
be said about how millions of
citizens felt when the Senate
Foreign Affairs Committee
voted for anti-birth use of for-
eign aid funds.
I am at ■ toss to understand
what moved Sen. Fuibright,
the chairman, to inltiata and
support such ■ proposal. Any-
how, apparently we must ex-
plain once more why we don’t
like this sort of thing.
We don’t want to pay taxes
to finance activities which wt
not only consider grossly Im-
moral, but which we know
from history to be fearfully
subversive of human society.
It should hardly ba neces-
sary to explain why we detest
abortion, which, after all, is
murder of the innocent.
As for contraceptives and
sterilisations, such things sim-
ply encourage lustfulneas and
animality in the use of sex.
LET SEN. FULBEIGHT
meditate upon the fact that
the ultimate meaning of sex
Is that It is the power of
partnering God in creating
new images of God, destined
for life eternal with God.
Sen. Fuibright then win be-
gin to understand why we art
determined that American
foreign aid will not be used to
finance the degrading of aex.
At very least, let him poo-
der what Dwight D. Elsen-
hower said, when be was
president, about birth preven-
tion: “I cannot imagine any-
thing more emphatically a
subject that la not a proper
political or governmental ac-
tivity or function or responsi-
bility."
If we want America to bo
thoroughly disliked every-
where, wo need only put the
government in the position of
the noeey mother-in law tell-
ing daughter and son-in-law,
or son and daughter-in-law
that they shouldn't have so
msny children.
It would be Interesting to
listen to n speech on the
Senate floor by Sen. Fulbright
who is capable of expres-
sing himself forcefully in
case some nation should of-
fer to finance a campaign to
prevent the births of Amer-
icans.
Mass Calendar
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Congratulates
Brethren
John C. Sciranka,
Passaic.
Editor:
The American Slovaks hast-
en to felicitate our Ruthcnian
brethren on the establishment
of anew Bysantine Rite dio-
cese in the city of Passaic with
Moat Rev. Stephen J. Kocieko
as its first Ordinary.
In this historical year of the
11th ceotenary of the Slav
apostles, SS. Cyril and Method-
ius, to what ia now Slovakia,
Pope Paul VI, has bestowed a
great honor not only upon the
Americans of Ruthcnian By-
zantine Rite, but aieovon those
of the Slavonic Christian heri-
tage.
The Passaic perish of St.
Michael's ia the mother church
of the Slavonic churches in the
eastern states. It was founded
Nov. 14, 1991, with Rev. Nice-
for Chsnath as its first pastor.
Urges Preaching
On Race Justice
Alfred H. Murphy,
East Orange.
Editor:
While we may point with
pride to admirable Catholic
interracial leaden and tu-
thors such ss Fathers John
Lafarge and John Cronin, the
end fact ia that there le either
an appalling ignorance or
flagrant disregard of the
Church’s position in the mat-
ter of race relations on the
part of far too many Catho-
lics.
I have heard enough pro-
segregation, anti-Negro and
even sntl-Constitution views
expressed by Catholics to sug-
geet that considerable “mis-
sion territory" exists right
here. Such intellectual gems
as “God created black and
white aa separate colon so
the races should be separ-
ate;” "Christ was white" (I
am still talking about Catho-
lics. believe it or not); “Let
them have the best of every-
thing but separately;” (al-
though deserving the “beet of
everything" they. oddly
enough, “have no character")
freely abound.
The Mystical Body of
Christ? "We're talking about
the neighborhood. ” The fact
that their own minority
groups are today in pieces
where may were not wanted
58 and even 35 yean age
makes no difference The Ne-
gro should he eternally non-
aggressive
The ominous feet is that the
Negro la not eternally non-
aggressive and unless teach-
ing and preaching are brought
to bear on this immediate so-
cial and moral problem let
us not be too surprised at fu-
ture developments
Another Point
On Fr. Kueng
Frank M. Villa.
Hawthorne.
Editor:
Msgr. Shea complains in his
Aug. 1 article that Rev. Hans
Kueng contends “that the
Church now takes this view,”
namely, that one mistaken ta
religious matters has a genu-
ine right to uphold his er-
roneous opinions.
Actually, the Swiss theolo-
gian does not say that at aIL
What he does assert is that
“in modern times
...
the
mum of of eooici”
anee in the Catholic Church
too has grown stronger and
clearer.” This is a different
thing altogether. Prof. Kueng
is not talking of the officially
expressed mind of the Church.
He is speaking of the growing
mass of Catholic theological
opinion.
When Msgr. Shea queries:
“What evidence does Dr.
Kueng offer for this alleged
change?” the reply can be
found in the literature which
amply substantiates Kueng’s
assertion in the seme in which
he made it. The World Coun-
cil of Churches published in
1950 A.F. Carrillo de Al-
borons’ "Roman Catholicism
and Religious Liberty.” The
author, once a Catholic, exa-
mines divergent Catholic
views on religious liberty. One
position he calls ‘traditional,’
the other 'modern' (It is to
this tatter that Father Kueng
refers). Comparing the two,
de AIL rnoi remarks (p. 9):
"Roman CathoUc literature
representing this modern ten-
dency hee lately been so volu-
minous and of such quality
that it would be an under-
statement to aay that, for one
book or article in favor of the
traditional doctrine, 10 have
been published defending uni-
versal religious freedom as
‘theeta’."
Name Bishop
Of San Diego
WASHINGTON (NC) - Aux-
illary Blibop Francis J. Furey
b*» been named Coadjutor
Bishop with right of nieces-
■km to Bishop Charles F. Bud-
dy of San Diego by Pope
Paul VI.
Magr. Jerome J. Haatricb,
vicar general of the Madison
(Wia.) Diocese, was named
Auxiliary to Bishop William
P. O'Connor of Madison.
BISHOP PVKBT was named
Auxiliary Bishop in Philadel-
phia in 1940 and had been
serving aa vicar general.
Born in Summit Hill, Pa.,
in 1905, Bishop Furey attended
St. Charles Borromeo Semi-
nary, Overbrook, Pa., and the
Pontifical Homan Seminary.
He was ordained In Rome
March 18, 1960, and took doc-
torates in philosophy and the-
ology there.
BISHOP-ELECT Haatricb
was born in Milwaukee, Nov.
U. 1914, and attended Mar-
quette University and St.
Francis seminary. Milwaukee,
where he was ordained Feb.
9. 1941. He made post-or-
dination studies at the Catho-
lic University of America of
America, specialising in Con-
fraternity of Christian Doctrine
work.
A Response
To Msgr. Shea
Donald M. Stewart.
Irvington
Editor:
In tight of “Reply to Hane
Kueng—lll" (Advocate. July
35. 1963) I feel that a few
points must be made in all
fairness and charity to your
readers and Father Kueng.
No. I—The sermon delivered
by Cardinal Mootiai “barely
a month before he became
Pope Paul VI.”
The background of this ser
moo is important. It was de-
livered on Ascension Thurs-
day. Msy 33. 1883. In no way
did the sermon refer to theo-
logians. It was a simple and
beautiful pastoral exudation
appealing to those who are
now disobedient in his dio-
cese the Milan Archdiocese
No. 3—The date-meat: The
reformers who
...
believed
Baptism emancipated the chil-
dren of God from the com
roandments.”
1 think our separated breth-
ren are misrepresented here.
The point in question ta the
reformers' doctrine on the
necessity of good works. The
major 18th century reformers
denied that good works were
meritorious Hence, we would
gain no merit by keeping the
Commandments However, the
ratoranera held that God wish-
ed (the Coosmandmeota) to
be kept out of love for God;
every good Christian mum
keep them
This was the general trend
of 18th century Protestantism
There was only a very small
and minor group of reformers
who held that K was not nec-
essary to keep the command-
ments. So lor Msgr. Shea to
giro the Impress** that all
our separated brethren be
liero that they do not have
to keep the commandments it
unfair, untrue, unecumeoical
and harmful.
Replying to
Msgr. Shea
Dolores Stanley,
Jersey City.
Editor:
Replying to Msgr. Shea
I, !I and III:
The tendency to oppoee free
expression runs through Msgr.
Shea’s articles.
Article I tends to deny the
baste freedom of poetic license
to the Catholic writer. If
Father Kueng makes use of an
occasional hyperbole to em-
phasize his point that Church
authority very often ta mis-
used. who are we to deny him
this freedom of poetical ex-
pression. . .
In Article 11, Msgr. Shea
denies the basic freedom of
self-criticism and self-aware-
ness within the Church. Ac-
tually, free seif-scrutiny with-
in the Church is the best refu-
tation against the position that
the Church is e monolithic
structure. . .
In Article 111, Msgr. Shea
fails to allow a true “sense of
purpose" to the Catholic
writer. It was not Father
Kueng's intention to write a
treatise on Christian obedience
but rather an article on the
need (or a relaxation of some
of the more antiquated Church
taws. Can we condemn him
for failing to speak on Chris-
tian obedience when his sub-
ject wss the responsibilities of
Church authorities?
Sees Columnist
In Error
John A. Fans
Morristown.
Editor:
1 have read the recent
cotumo by Msgr. Higgins en-
titled. “Real Estate Board Po-
licy Biased" with considerable
apprehension.
The encyclical-rooted Justifi-
cation for Msgr. Higgins' re-
jection "that anyone hss the
right to ‘occupy and dispose
of property without govern-
mental interference
.
tf
not truly in error, is at least
a gross misinterpretation and
misrepresentation of the en-
cyclicals.
Although not spertflcaUy
Identified by Msgr. Higgins, 1
presume he refers to Pope
Leo Xni's Rerum Nov arum of
tail. Since Msgr. Higgins ta
questioning the Individual’s
right In dispose of reel estate
(land) aa the owner aeee fit.
let us see If Pope Lee XIII
agree*. Rerum Novarum in
Paragraph 4 states:
"Thus, tf he lives sparingly,
saves money, and invests hu
savings, (or greater security,
in land, the land in such ease
is only his wages In another
form; and. consequently, a
working man's little estate
thus purchased should be as
completely at his own disposal
as the wages be receives (or
hu Isbor."
This cannot be interpreted
as agreeing that an individual
must sell hu property to
whomever the government re-
quires
Your World and Mine
After Duvalier — What?
By GARY MAC EOIN
Even among Latin Ameri-
can countrio*, Haiti'* situation
is abnormal. It has not since
independence had a governing
class with a background of cul-
ture. This commeot Is not a re-
flection on the Haitians as
such. It simply recognises the
historical condition In which
they became rulers where they
had been slaves, seising power
through physical destruction of
the previous ruling group.
Various devices, including
the U.S. Marines, have main-
tained a thin veneer of civili-
sation barely enough to per-
mit the fiction of an equal sov-
ereign state in the community
of nations.
HAITI IS A proletariat in
the modern sense, a mass of
uprooted people lacking the
conventions and sense of com-
munity which constitute a so-
ciety. It is also a proletariat
livingat very low levels of lit-
eracy and skills.
Order is maintained by such
arbitrary dictatorship as eas-
ily degenerates into tyranny.
Seif-perpetuating President
Duvalier apparently became
mentally deranged a few years
ago. when he suffered a mas-
sive heart attack, and then at-
tributed his recovery to his
voodoo doctors. The result was
an emotional throwback, mak-
ing him reject moderating and
modernising influences, es-
pecially those of the Church.
Duvalier cannot last much
longer and would probably al-
ready be gooe but for our
State Department. Terror of a
spread of Castroism through
any violent change in the
Caribbean mesmerises our
policy maker*.
BIT I THINK that the moat
State can now hope for is elim-
ination of the madman with a
minimum of peripheral dis-
turbance Duvalier knows his
cooditioo is hopeless He has
even put out feelers to Castro
to see if the Cuban dictator
will help him hang on a little
longer. That would be excel-
lent. putting Castro on both a
losing side and one unpopu-
lar in Latin America. 1 fear
only that Castro and his Rus-
sian advisers are too smart to
be caught in that trap.
What than will happen when
Duvalier falls? It would not be
surprising if President Juan
Booth of the neighboring Do-
minican Republic trite to ex-
tend his Influence However,
that is something which the
State Department Is likely to
block
The most promising solution,
and one favored by our State
Department, would be to send
in a farce both military and
administrative under the
Jurisdiction of the Organisation
of American States, an action
which would have the "legal
sanction" of the Congo prece-
dent The UN Charter gives
regional bodies in their region
rights similar to those of the
UN itself in world affairs, ac-
cording to the principle of sub-
sidiarity. Such a force could
not only keep order but cre-
ate a modern administration
and jack up the economy.
IF, INSTEAD, the strongest
aurvivor is allowed to take
control, a period of relaxation
will be followed by another Du-
valier or his equivalent. This
kind of solution, once tradi-
tional, has almost ceased to
be viable in Latin America.
The tremendous population in-
crease coupled with the "rev.
olution of rising expectations"
(awareness that the world can
now give everyone a decent
life) has put an end to static
government. The international
community must take the lead
in activating the economy
wherever lack of capital,
know-how, and education pre-
vent self-starting progress.
Let the Marines go in, there-
fore, when the crisis comes to
a head, but on the basis on
which U.S and other troops
moved into Korea and the
Irish into the Congo. It may
not be an ideal solution, but it
is vastly superior to any of the
other practical alternatives.
God Love You
A Poverty
Of the Spirit
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
We see it as the most needed
virtue of our times, and yet
we feel we should not even
be writing about it until we
begin to practice it more
the virtue of poverty.
We know what poverty is
a destitution of things which
are necessary for the body.
But the poverty we are talking
about is not so much related
to things as it is related to
God. It does not mean a poor
dwelling, patched trousers and
cheap food. It is a poverty of
spirit in which we recognize
our wretchedness, our spirit-
ual nakedness, our soul-hun-
ger. our blindness to the vision
of God in all things.
POVERTY OF spirit does
not mean hating creature com-
forts. A beautiful girl or a
clever musician who never
thanked God for being beau-
tiful or richly endowed would
be wanting in poverty of spirit.
For with such gratitude would
come recognition that the gifu
come from the Father of Gifts.
But poverty ot spirit does
mean a sense of absolute de-
pendence on God.
The problem ot converts Is
essentially related to poverty
of spirit. Those whom we seek
to convert are attached to the
world, so how can w* convert
them unless we ourselves are
detached?
When missionaries have noth-
ing materially, it makes them
realise that they have noth-
ing spiritually, and this emp-
tiness God fills by sending
them converts. Won t you ac-
knowledge your dependence on
God for the gifts He has sent
you by aiding the society for
the Propagation of the Faith?
The poor of the world depend
on us —and we depend
on you.
GOD LOVE YOU to W.X.C.
for $150: "This may be used
for wherever it is moat
needed and whenever it will
do the most good.” To B J.Jr.
for $2: “This is psrt of my
birthday money which I want
to share with God's poor.” To
G O. for $25: “Use as you see
best in gratitude for my Faith
and family."
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address it to
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen. Na-
tional Director. Society for the
Propagation of the Faith. 366
Fifth Ave., New York, or Bish-
op Martin W. Stanton. 31 Mul-
berry St.. Newark, or Msgr.
William F Louis, 24 DeGraasa
St., Paterson
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DO YOU KNOW...
NEW JERSEY
lfew Jersey is a leader In air transportation.Seventy
eightairport*and thirtyone heliport*, includingpub-
lie and military fields, help to maintainNew Jersey's
reputation as a center of world transportation.
Newark Airport alone eerved nearly S
commercialair traveOqrs last year.At the same
122 million pounds of air cargo passed through
Newark Airport’s new air cargo center. Air
traffic jumped more than 18 per cent to anew all-
time high of 24 million pounds.
Another one of the state's basket airports, 'Mar-
boro, handledmore than 200 thousandtakeoffs and
landings last year, Teterboro, in northern New Jer-
sey, is one of the nation’s major
business and private airports.
Air transport facilities like
these help to prove thatyou can’t
find a better spot than New Jer-
sey to terse the markets of the
y nation and the world.
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Tutpaying Smut of a Groat State
Film Vogue:
Paddle Priests
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
v In today’s “art film,” the
vinegar-faced priest is fast be-
coming common-place. Some-
times he a a cane-swacking
prefect or a sour-puss censor.
Or he ignores human ruins,
gets on with the rubrics while
the devil phases circles around
him.
...
Ten years ago he popped up
in Italy’s “art film,” “Wild
Rice.”
We have since met him,
with minor variations, in
Fellini's "La Dolce Vita" and
"•%" in Germi's “Divorce
Italian Style." “Boccaccio TO"
by Fellini, De Sica and Vis-
conti and many other Euro-
pean "art films.”
In Gualtiero Jacopetti'a re-
volting "Mondo Cane," he was
Juxtaposed with voodoo
"priests," going through forms
but doing not one iota of good.
Are these items of religious
symbolism expressions of truth
end beauty?
I do not think so.
SINCE THE European "srt
film” has found a profitable
market throughout the Western
world, the priest has become
an increaiingly convenient car-
icature through which to pad-
dle religion and the Church
and to peddle agnosticism and
atheism as the philosophies of
rational, reasonable, modern
men.
We ere supposed, say arty
critics, to view such film in-
terpolations as inviting the
literate film-goer to form *
mature, intellectual appraisal
of any debatable situation as it
relates to a film dealing with
a pluralistic society. It still is
mighty singular that there
seldom, if ever, occurs in the
"art film" these days, any
contra-reference to the dedi-
cated priest who brings Christ
to the people and fights the
devil wherever he finds him.
Modern film art has little
to say about the Church mili-
tant.
Why?
Bishops Salute
Press, Radio-TV
WASHINGTON (NC) The
U.S. Bishops have thanked
members ct the communica-
tions media for their sympa-
thetic coverage pf recent
Church events, according to a
statement released here by the
NCWC.
The Church leaders, speak-
ing on behalf of U.S. Catholics,
expressed particular gratitude
to members of the press, radio
and television for their "sensi-
tive and understanding" re-
porting of Pope John’s death
and burial, and the election of
his successor. Pope Paul VI.
"The enormous power for
good of these media has sel-
dom been better demonstrated,
and we are sincerely grate-
ful," the statement said.
First Layman Named
Queen's Work Editor
ST. LOUIS (NC) The
Jesuit Fathers hive named
a layman, Harry J. Cargas
of New York. editor of
Queen’s Work magaxine. His
predecessors were six JesuiU,
including the late Rev. Daniel
Lord. S.J.
Trouble in Ireland
THE EABTBB %REBEL.
LION, by Max CaalfleM. Hoh,
Rinehart and Winston, 378
psges. SS.tt
A detailed accounting of
facts often presents a tedious
talk for the reader. But, that
difficulty doesn’t creep Into
“The Easter Rebellion'’ even
though the author has cram-
med with facts this report of
six days of struggle for liber-
ty in Ireland.
Alter a brief outline of the
political background in Ire-
land, the organisation and in-
tentions of the Irish CiUsen
Army and the Irish Volun-
teers, «n4 an abortive attempt
to obtain armifippm Germany,
Max Caulfield spend* most of
the book describing, almost
minute-by-electric-minute, this
uprising.
WHILE THE REBEL lead-
ers had planned to have the
insurrection spread through
the entire country, it was con-
fined to Dublin where the Gen-
eral Poet Office was captured
aa general headquarters. A
number of other strategic
buildings were occupied by
the rebels.
Caulfield ties together sep-
arate incidents at each of the
occupied points in a more or
less chronological fashion.
While the scene is constantly
shifting from one spot to an-
other, as from the G.P.O. to
the Clanwilllem House, to the
Hotel lfetropole, to the Four
Courts, to Boland’s Bakery,
etc., there Is no disjointed ef-
fect.
In fact, this switching is sn
effective tool. While reading
about events at Trinity Col-
lege. for example, you're anx-
ious to discover bow things
are progressing at Northumb-
erland Rd.
THE CLEARLY-DRAWN
picture! which the author pre-
lents brightened consider-
ably with quotes from the
men Involved show that a
great deal of research pre-
ceded the writing.
Particularly strong in this
regard is the report of a bat-
lie along Northumberland Rd.,
one of the entrances to the
city which the English troops
were using, and at Clanwll-
liem House, which blocked the
tame path.
The story is presented from
both sides to some degree, but
most of the depth reporting
was from the volunteers' side
of the battle. Much more is
learned of the kind of men
fighting for the Sinn Fein
movement (a revolutionary
proposal meaning “We Our-
selves" or “We rely on our-
selves" by which a eeperate
Irish parliament would be set
up)..
THE RATTLES themselves
were so different from the
usual idea of war which most
of us have. Spectators
watched aad many were killed
or injured right in the thick
of the battle. Both tides also
stopped firing at each other
across St. Stephen’s Green to
let a custodian feed the ducks
each day.
The mistakes made by the
volunteers certainly do not
make this an ideal textbook
in how to run a revolution, but
it lea vital tool in learning
siwore about a particularly im-
portant portion of Irish history
and the courage which accom-
panied the rebellious spirit of
these Irishmen. By Ed
Wood word
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'Hams' Organize
For Mission Aid
HUDSON. N.H. (RNS) - A
new Catholic Mission Radio
Association has been formed
by priests, nuns and Brothers
who have found amateur
“ham" radio etations invalu-
able in overseas missions.
Episcopal moderator of the
organisation is Bishop Vincent
S. Waters of the Diocese of
Raleigh, N.C., who operates a
100- watt business frequency
station to send miessages to
priests In outlying sreas of
his See.
Association slms were out-
lined at a two-day meeting at
the Capuchin Friary of St. An-
thony here Its purposes are
(1) to provide free radio equip-
ment for needy priests, es-
pecially missionaries; (2) to
set up a world wide communi-
cations network; (3) to in-
terest lay helpers in the mis-
sions and (4) to spread infor-
mation about the work of the
missions
Headquarters will be In
Washington. D C. President of
the new group is Rev John
M Stitx. Station KVEJ of Ton
ganoxie. Kan
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Medical Report links
Disease, Dirty Books
NEW YORK (NC) - A New
York Academy of Medicine
study hat noted an “interest*
Ing association*' between sale
oI salacious literature to min-
ors and an increase in il-
legitimacy and venereal dis-
ease among them. . v
The academy, in a report
presented to State Senate Ma-
jority Leader Walter Ma-
honey, urged the state legisla-
ture to enact legislation in
1964 barring sale of salacious
literature to teenagers.
While M offers no evidence
for a direct connection be-
tween the sale of salacious
literature and increasea in Il-
legitimacy and venereal dis-
ease among minors, the re-
port does bold that there is
an “interesting association**
between these phenomena.
It states positively that sal-
acinus literature docs no good
to normal young people and
does do “definite harm to dis-
turbed teenagers."
Thb report was prepared
after several months’ study by
e group of doctors who treat
teenagers. It docs not deal
with legal or morel questions
relating to the sale of salac-
ious iiteratue but only with
medical aspects of the prob-
lem. r.
• •• •• •
Lecture Topic:
Japanese Dance
SOUTH ORANGE Dr.
Kuni Masumi wilt lecture on
Japanese dsnee Aug. 8 at
Sc ton Hall University as part
of the summer Chinese and
Japanese Language Institutes.
The institutes, unique in the
srea, are being visited this
week by representatives of the
Department of Health. Educa-
tion and Welfare and the State
Department and will also be
the subject of a Voice of
America program.
Scion Hall’s program is also
being studied by educators
from the Midwest and Far
West, who have received
grants from the Carnegie
Foundation to develop similar
programs in their areas.
The institute will close Aug.
23 withs Chinese play.
Defends Pius
Against Writer
BERLIN (NC) A vlgonwe
defense ot the late Pope Phis
XII against a playwright’s ac-
cusation that he was soft to
nasi anti-Semitism has been
published here in book form.
Pope Pius’ defender is
Msgr. Walter Adolph, who
was active in work with the
laity in the Berlin Dioceee in
the 1930 sand is now vicar
general. His target is the
play "The Vicar" (Der Stall-
vertreter) by Rolf Hochhuth,
already seen in Berlin and
London and scheduled for a
New York production.
In rebuttal of Hochhuth’s
thesis that Pius XII failed to
do what he could to save the
Jews of Germany and eastern
Europe from extermination by
Hitler, Msgr. Adolph draws on
his own experiences to con-
clude that Hochhuth oversim-
plified the situation and as-
sembled his evidence from a
prejudiced standpoint.
The book is entitled “Reply
to Rolf Hochhuth.”
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Inan OperatingRoom:a Sacrament
By SUE DINER
An operating room bustling with the quiet sounds of many
authorised people doing their specific jobs. An atmosphere of
Immaculate cleanliness, sterilised instruments, masks and gowns.
Suddenly complications. A nurse signals the desk for a priest;
the patient, a Catholic, is In danger. The need for a priest is
imminent.
Within a very short time the priest on duty at the parish
assigned to caring for the sick at the hospital is reporting to
the supervisor of nurses.
He too must enter the scrub room before the O.R. He re-
moves his jacket; rolls up his shirt sleeves and takes a minute
to "scrub" looking very much like a doctor reporting for surgery.
He too must doo the green gown, mask and cap. Administering
the Sacrament of the Anointing of the Sick in such a setting is
not quite the same as it is at a bedside. Now he is ready to
enter the operating room, but first a last minute check. Yes,
his stole is tucked under the gown to prevent it from getting
in the way or becoming a source of contamination.
THE PRIEST ia now ready to be the intermediary between
God and the patient.
Aa he enters the operating room he may be greeted by the
following setting. A few doctors are bolding a consultation
around the operating table discussing the case and what trans-
pired. Others ate caring for the patient, counting instruments,
or cleaning up.
As the priest approaches the operating table the anesthetist
motions for him to come to that side of the table. The priest
opens his prayer book, raises his hand and quickly absolves the
patient conditionally. He anoints the forehead of the patient with
holy oil and prays: 'Through this holy anointing and His most
tender mercy may the Lord forgive whatever sins you may have
committed."
He withdraws slightly and completes the prayers " . . .merci-
fully restore to him full health both inward and outward; that
having recovered by the help of Thy mercy he may once more
have strength to take up his former duties.”
AFTERWARDS he leaves the operating room He washes
his hands.
Another wort of tus ministry has been accomplished
Recalling such an experience Rev Edward A Haber. curate
at Our Lady Help of Christians. East Orange, the parish assigned
to East Orange General, said. "When the job ia done yon realize
the grace you received through Holy Orders, the special strength
from the Holy Spirit enabling you to do your job. And then, you
wonder what else will be waiting for you at the rectory."
'...MAY THE LORD FORGIVE...' In on operating room
of East Orange General Hospital Rev. Edward A. Haber
demonstrates the administration of the Sacrament of the
Anointing of the Sick in this dramatic emergency situa-
tion. A priest called to a patient in surgery must "scrub "
and don mask and gown as do the doctors and other
OR personnel. The priest precedes the anointing with the
giving of conditional absolution to anesthetized patient.
Friendship Mission
Man Who Stays to Dinner
By ANTOINETTE VALDATI
MASWA, Tanganyika
When Rev. George G. Cotter,
M SI., of West Orange brings
his motorcycle to a stop at a
Basukuma village here, he is
greeted by a friendly group of
pagans who will probably ask
him to stay for supper. And,
although the art of native eat-
ing is tricky business, he ac-
cepts their invitation to dem-
onstrate his friendship.
It’s all part of this Mary-
knoll priest’s work which he
describes as "visiting pagans,
making conversations with
them, trying to win friends."
And since Guala Mission em-
braces 120 miles and some 80,-
000 people, of whom only 500
are Catholic, Father Cotter has
many friends to make. During
the rainy season the one
bridge over the river is
swamped and travel becomes
impossible, but the rest of the
time he stays pretty much "in
the saddle" of his piki-piki
(motorcycle), which was the
gift of friends in West Orange,
led by Marie Stopfer.
"UPON ARRIVING at any
pagan borne I am invited to
sit down and chat," he
writes. "Usually a woman will
immediately gather a few
twigs and start cooking some-
thing."
That “something’’ is a mix-
ture of corn ground by band
between two stones and flour
boded in an earthen jar to
form a dry porridge. While
this is cooking, he explains,
"they boil green, spinach-like
leaves which grow wild during
the rains, . . .and these two
ingredients are it, as far as
food is concerned. There are
several variations peanuts,
meat, fish, chicken, rice —but
these rarely occur more
than ooe meal a week."
"To eat with them is a bit
of a trick," he confides. “All
the men gather in a circle of
shade, sitting on the ground or
on a small piece of wood. A
young daughter comes with a
small basin of water, she
genuflecta and places it In the
center of the circle. Each man
pours a bit erf the water on
the right hand of his neighbor
with which the man washes.
"When all have finished the
girl returns, genuflects again,
and silently places the pot of
rooked flour, bug all in the cen-
ter and then the vegetables
(by now. they resemble a kind
of liquidy. baby-food, spin-
ach)."
THEN COVES the real test.
"Each man grasps a small
ball of the hot bugall. indents it
with his thumb and dtps or
scoops into the vegatables.
This goes on until the pot is
finished. A simple enough pro-
cedure, but I'm still laughed
at by the youngsters on oc-
casion. When all have finished
the girl brings the water again
for washing, and each man
rinses his mouth and teeth and
finishes off with a good mouth-
squirt of the water on the
ground."
The women and children eat
inside ttte hut or at another
shady corner out of view. The
women consider themselves in-
ferior to the men and treat
them with much respect. "On
occasion l'va arrived at a
home when there weren't any
men around . . .1 had to eat
alone as the women simply
felt unworthy to est with me."
Father Cotter reports.
After dinner "ooe man will
take out a pinch ot home-
grown tobacco and roll a cig-
arette with a corn husk. Then
all smoke it,” be continues.
Sometimes he buys Congolese
cigars for two cents and “all
are delighted when I share one
of these with them. It's kind
of like smoking the Indian
peace pipe."
THE WOMEN are more out-
spoken and friendly than the
men who tend to be suspicious,
he finds. They wear a single
length of cloth, usually black,
which they wrap around them-
selves, and do their work
shelling peanuts or husking
corn sitting on the -ground.
“The other day I was think-
ing, somewhere in the process
ol development the table will
be introduced to our people,"
Father Cotter mused. "Will It
really be an Improvement?
They are very comfortable on
the ground, plenty of room for
working and it certainly is
avaijabte!"
The cultivating season is a
very busy time during which
no one, not even the children,
sits around. "Everybody but
everybody;
. .bas i hoe In
his hands and they’re swing-
ing away," he says. They de-
velop hard callouses from the
strenuous work, so that to the
young priest his own calloused
hands seem soft In com-
parison. They realize that what
they grow will keep them
alive for the next year
“there’s never any emergency
supply, or money in the bank
to tide them over," Father Cot-
ter explains,
CONVERSATION if some-
times difficult because of the
barrier of a foreign language,
but he finds that the people
enjoy teaching him new words
gnd have great patience when
it comes to explaining their
language.
*T've worked up a few nick-
names for myself and those
who can bear them,” he jokes,
"such as 'Mlso mu nungu,’
He whose eyes are always on
the food pot; ’Mushamhindi.’
she who grinds her corn after
sunset —* for a lazy person;
and ‘Megulu Madoehi,’ he of
the proud legs, for a bow-
legged person.
"For the most port the talk
U about crops bow the
grasshoppers or ants are eat-
ing the corn. How the mice
or baboons are eating the cot-
ton. Or how the snakes are
eating the mice or the leop-
ards are eating the babooos.”
ON ONLY ONE occasion did
Father Cotter find the people
inhospitable. That was the
night of the terrible rainstorm
when his jeep broke down 15
miles away from the mission.
He tried walking hack, but
then U got to be ao dark that
he couldn’t find the trail.
“When I heard a hyena
Isugh 1 decided it was Ume
to find shelter in an African
home,” he recalls. ap-
proached several, bid. as la
their custom, they neither an-
swered nor opened their doors
• • .There Is a local belief
that the witchdoctors are able
to rid« about on the backs of
the hyenas to do their evil
work.”
An It turned out Father Cot-
ter reached shelter and spent
the night in his wet clothes
without a mosquito net.
IN THe SADDLE - Basukuma people in a Tanganyikanvil-
lage have a smiling greetingfor Rev. George Cotter, M.M.,
who conduct, an apostolate of friendship in his travels
astride his piki-piki (motorcycle). Father Cotter, of West
Orange, covers an area of 60,000 people - only 500 of
whom are Catholics.
Pope Paul:
'Realist
, Tactician, Man of Fire'
By REV. EDWARD DUFF, S.J.
ROME (RNS) - The cur-
rent preoccupation of Rome is
projecting the shape and style
of the new pontificate of Pope
Paul VI. Surmises are founded
especially on what is known
of the character, the record
and the previous utterances of
the former Giovanni Battista
Cardinal Montlni. The general
opinion runs something like
this:
Pope John XXIU was a man
of profound and unexpected
Intuitions that were often fol-
lowed by contradictory Im-
provisations. Pope Paul Is a
man of clear ideas with a ca-
pacity for practical planning.
Pope Paul would probably
have been incapable of en-
gendering enthusiastic support
for the revolutionary goal of
renewing the Church; he
would probably not have been
able to win the instinctive al-
legiance and warm friendship
of the millions of men who
sensed the Ideal of the up-dat-
ing of the Christian com-
munity in the warm, outgoing
personality of Pope John. On
the other hand. It is not cer-
tain that Pope John would
have been capable of devising
coocrete programs reduc-
ing his a iptration* to action.
IN TEMPERAMENT and
inheritance the differences be-
tween the two men. fervently
committed to the single aim
of making the Church relevant
to the modern age. were
great John was the exuberant
planner, for whom details
would take care of them-
selves, given goodwill among
men and full confidence In the
Holy Spirit. Paul the percep-
tive, is the realist, the tire-
less tactician who briefs him-
self fully before deciding on a
course of action.
Pope John was an old man.
a fact that was frequently for-
gotten ia the universal affec-
tion he inspired. Youthfulneu
b seen as the mark of the
new pontificate, a vigor evi-
denced by the daily setting up
exercises of Paul VI —s min
never of robust health but one
determined to keep himself in
good shape for his be ivy
burdens
Pope John. It has been ob-
served. midr events Pope
Paul will organize and direct
events
JOHN’S HOLY imagina-
tion conceded the greet de-
sign of restoring to "the face
o' the Church the pure and
simple lines It had as it came
from the hands of Jesus
Christ.” The phrases to ex-
press that policy were largely
unimportant to him; never
critical, he was easily satis-
fied and often circumvented.
The statements of Pope Paul
will be carefully drafted by
himself after serious study; a
decision once taken will not
be lightly Ignored. For all his
practiced courtesy. Pope Peul
has the habit of command.
On the day of Cardinal
Montlni’s election the stock
markets of Milan and Rome
declined. Was it a coincidence
or was It evidence that the
business community is unen-
thuslastic about the man
known as “the workers* Bish-
op?” It was a strange title
for an Intellectual from an up-
per middle-class family, a
man devoid of easy camara-
derie with others.
And yet the Montinls for
three generations have been
active in movements of social
Catholicism. Asa Vatican of-
ficial Msgr. Montini had a pri-
mary rede in the founding of
ACU. the Association of Ital-
ian Catholic Workers, to en-
courage and give spiritual ori-
entation to the new trsde
union movement after the
war.
IT WAS PERSONALLY
costing, one surmises, for the
Archbishop of Milan to turn
up in a factory in Sesto S.
Giovanni, the city’s industrial
center, with equipment for
Mass in his briefcase. More
than others. Cardinal Montini
was aware that he has a cer-
tain remoteness of manner.
But he knew, too, as he once
remarked, that "it is easier
to lead a pilgrimage to
Lourdes than to enter a fac-
tory
”
The Archbishop knew what
It wa* like to be booted at.
Because he favors surveys
and respects statistics, the
Archhubop knew intimately
the spiritual state of Milan,
the world’s largest arch-
diocese with three and a half
million baptized and 8M par-
ishes.
Ha told hts priests flatly:
"Will ihe people return to the
Church? They will not. It is
for the priest to make the ef-
fort. not the people. It la use-
less to toil the bells in the
steeple; no one Is listening.
The priest must hear the
whistles in the factories, those
temples of technology in
whose atmosphere the modern
world lives and breathes.”
IN THE TENSIONS of the
Cold War and amid the con
trov ernes over personalities
aad policies the Pro Secretary
of State of Pius XII wae the
victim of a whispering cam-
paign that listed him as a
"leftist." In reality Montini
was and is about as far "left’’
in ecooomic questions as
Speaker John MeCorthack
and In international affairs at
Adlai Stevenson.
It is of course true that the
mental horizons of Montini
have never been limited to
Italian culture nor his con-
cerns as a churchman to those
of narrowly Italian interests
Acutely intelligent he would
at all times deal with the
world as it is. not with some
romantic construction. Above
all he would make the Church
present in the world and in
all its levels of living.
Wladimlr d’Ormesson of the
French Academy, former Am-
bassador to the Holy See, re-
members Msgr. Montini a* "a
priest whose sotil burns with
faith and with the love des-
cribed in the Gospels. This
n>«n, so perfectly self-
controlled, whose wisdom and
prudence are outstanding ia,
under a somewhat austere ex-
terior, a man of fire."
THIS SACERDOTAL zeal,
however, ia accompanied by
an acute realization that mod-
ern mania largely shaped by
the structures of his society
and the Church in her mis-
sion must take these struc-
tures into account. The grow-
ing organization of the world,
he saw. calls for the Church’s
Comprehension and participa-
tion.
In the Secretariat of State
it was Msgr. Montini who ar-
ranged for permanent Vati-
can observers at UNESCO
sod at the UN’s Food and
Agricultural Organization. He
urged the creation of Caritas
Internatiooaiis. grouping the
Church’s welfare organiza-
tions of every country’, and di-
rected the founding of the In-
ternational Catholic Migration
Committee.
It is commonly reported
that Msgr. Montini’s nomina-
tion as Archbishop of Milan
was something of a rebuff, a
promotion that would remove
from the Vatican one whose
political views were unpopu-
lar. if not suspect. He had, for
example, been sympathetic to
the experiment of the worker-
priests in France or, at least,
willing to give the project a
try
Whatever the cause of his
removal from the Vatican, the
result was the precious experi-
ence of eight years of pastoral
responsibility and of firsthand
awareness of the “lontani,"
the religion!ess masses.
In Milan the Archbishop
saw the need of special train-
ing for the clergy, of adapta-
tions of the apostolate, of bold
experimentation. In Novem
ber, 1957, he organized the
Great Mission, a city-wide
campaign of evangelization
featuring famous preachers,
including Cardinals, from all
over Italy. The mission was
not a notable success, tradi-
tional methods proving to be
outdated The Cardinal was
not depressed. "In the midst
of a smug society." he re-
marked, “we have sown seeds
of UMIIiOFSI."
CURIOSITY IS Immense as
to bow Pope Paul will deal
with the more aggressive of
the "lontani" the commu-
nists and particularly with the
hierarchs of the counter
church of the Kremlin. It is
recalled that Msgr Montini
was a chaplain of Catholic
university students when the
Fascists began their campaign
of hirasibient and sub-
sequently of oppression. “If
we can’t work with banners,"
he counseled, ”we can work
in silence.”
•
It Is also recalled that he is
on record as declaring: "It ia
more profitable to work out
an agreement with the
U.S.S.R. for the Church in
East Europe than to manufac-
ture martyrs there.”
It is clear that Paul VI
shares with Pope John the
conviction thst substantial
changes are taking place in
the Soviet world, that, con-
fronted with economic, human
and ' especially spiritual
contradictions, thwe is a
crisis of faith among the
Marxist faithful. More wary
than the expansive John
XXIII, Pope Paul can be ex-
pected to prod carefully to
see what these changes really
signify.
TO PERSECUTED Chris-
tians who "have been called
to take part more closely in
the cross of Christ," Paul VI
promised in his first message
to the world, "the glorious
dawn of the Resurrection"
when they will ”be able fin-
ally to return to the full exer-
cise of their pastoral ministry
which, by its institution, ia
carried out for the benefit not
merely of souls but of the na-
tions where they live.”
Pope John, in his character-
istically direct, engaging and
human fashion, made it clear
that he had need of men, of
men of ail religious allegi-
ances or none, for the com-
mon task of reconciliation, of
brotherhood, of peace. After
that moving lesson, the world
senses that it has need of a
Pope fully equipped to meet
the challenge.
Paul VI, father of the for-
gotten and the forgetting, of
the people of the under-
developed countries "where
the standard of living is often
not worthy of human per-
sons." of the intellectual in
need of "the seed of uneasi-
ness," of "all who are proud
to bear the name of Chris-
tian." of all men everywhere
promises to be that Pope.
Prisoners
See the Light
MUHORAN, Japan (NC)
A catechism class {or is-
males U the prison hers is
booming, but th« credit for
the enrollment goes to the
local courts.
The reason Is that a
young prisoner received a
light sentence from the
courts because he was en-
rolled In the catechism
class.
"When word of it got out.
my class enrollment Jumped
up said Rev Adam
B Gudairisky, M.M.. o l
Hazel too. Pa
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For an enjoyable vacation
andsomething different ....
FRANCISCAN
PILGRIMAGES
1933 - OUt 30th YEAR - 1963
Canada 6 Full Days Mlo.oo
l*ov» on Monday Return following Saturday
Price Ind-det 12 meolt. tint clou hotel occommodatlont, tran.porta-
Hon, gratuities, end all taut VI»H the Shrlrt*. at Owe lady at the
Cop*. St Anita da Beaupre. St. Joseph'. Oratory. the cities of Montraal.
Quebec. and other placet of Interetf.
LEAVE: RITURN:
September 3 September 7
September 9 September 14
September 16 September 21
California 28 Full Days *785.00
leave on Sept. 23rd - Return on Oct. 20th
So* rite U.S.A. following the Northern root* w.ttword and the Southern
radio coming ham* - 22 different State. In all - No night travel.
I*tt rime or the year to travel during the Pad harvait, round-up time,
Ideal weather end minimum ef cangeitlon from teuriilt crowd..
Vltlr the old Minion, ef California and of the Sauthwett. Highlight.
Include Boyt Town, San Prancitco. lot Artgelei, lot Vegat, Oroad Con.
yon, Sant* fe, lookout Mountaim, Natural Bridge, luray Cavern.,
Wathington, O.C
Priea Include, breakfait and dinner each day, flrtt dan hotel accent-
modallont, trontporfotlon, handtlag of luggage, gratuitlei and ell tales.
Weekend Pllgrimaget to WASHINOTON, to NIW ENGLAND, end to
BALTIMORE In the Pad.
A Preodtceo Priett It Cbagloht on all PHgrimo|ti
Write or lelephene fee free eeler brochure and complete detail..
FRANCISCAN FAMILY CIRCLE
125 Wost list Stroot - Now York fc N. Y.
212 PENNSYLVANIA 6-46*5
a
I il I itii ; I I
And, this b only tfui prulud* to
our fllgontic, gmnmtd public *oU ,ik* n
fmi rra pun-sa
Wt givt yeu flnt cholc*. Nowyou can fet
nrn on yw hock io own in§ Dioroom
splendor of a King's pa lac*.
Om«I 1,001 <
i—Da people end pwp|» like ui -
r, ftnt come, flnt wnd
' r»r«*f • MfrtTwa** MmOMM|
He* do we do it?? On!.’
our 20th century merchandismj;
method makes this possiDlc.
PHONEi
MY, CH 4-0769
NJ, HU 9-5222
WHICH AD DO YOU PREFER?
Thoughtand taste
mate the brightest tomorrows
versatile group,
made tofour requirements.
$996.00
AOUTt *. PARAMUS. NEW JERSEY COPYRIQHT 1
r‘U RNITURE
ON THe SCENE - Msgr. Roger A. Reynolds, director of the
Archdioceaon Confraternity of Christian Doctrine, visited
the New Jersey Sisters who ore taking the CCD course
at Catholic University, Washington, June 26-Aug. 9. The
leadership course, given at eight Catholic colleges and
universities this summer, dealt with methods of teaching
Christian Doctrine to school children. Left to right are, Sis-
ter Agnes Winifred, 0.P., St. Elisabeth's, Linden; Sister
Mary, O.S.B., Immaculate Conception, Hackensack; Sister
Winifred, O.S.B., St. Jaseph's, Maplewood; Sister M. Stella
fronds, S.S.J., Our Lady of the Valley, Orange; Sister M.
Paulette, C.S.B., St. Anne's, Garwood, and Sister Alice,
O.S.B., Benedictine Motherhouse. Elizabeth.
Irish Lass Is Leading
Legions to Mary
PHILADELPHIA (NC)
An Irish colleen withs lepre-
chsun’s sense of humor is
Our Lady's envoy and an
American ambassador of good
will to Central America and
tbs Caribbean.
Kathleen Murphy, who
makes ber home In Phila-
delphia between apostolic
Journey*, is the official en-
voy of the Legion of Mary
to the six countries of Cen-
tral America and to the Dom-
inican Republic. Haiti and
Cuba are the only countries
in the Caribbean area tempor-
arily "off limits" for this
modern apostle.
Kathleen explains that a
Legion of Mary envoy is a
lay apostle with a special
commission from the Legion's
central headquarters in Dub-
lin to extend Mary's legion
in a specific area.
AN IRISH BORN lass who
came to the US. from Mon-
treal in 1857, became familiar
with the Legion of Mary in
Ireland and was an active
member of the praesidium
(local unit) at Philadelphia *
Cathedral of SS. Peter and
PauL
The late Auxiliary Bishop
Cletus J. Benjamin of Phila-
delphia. noting Kathleen's in-
tense interest in foreign mis-
sionary work and her love of
the legion, suggested that she
work as a legion envoy. Kath-
leen was commiaaianad by the
legion’s central council in
April, 18*1. to establish the
Legion of Mary throughout
Central America.
Kathleen first contacts the
Papal Nuncio in the nation
where she is working. With a
letter of introduction from
him, she visits every Bishop
in the country, explaining the
work and organization of the
Legion of Mary and seeking
permission to visit parish
priests and to establish legion
praesidia.
During the past two years.
Kathleen baa worked In eight
dioceses in Guatemala, three
in Mexico and five in the
Dominican Republic. Through
her efforts. 140 legion praes-
idia have been established,
and 12 area councils and one
national council organized.
IN AN AVERAGE dzy.
Kathleen is on the road at
6 am., traveling by bus, Jeep
or mule to the next town to
confer with the neighboring
pastor. She averages 40 hours
of travel each week.
If the town is fortunate
enough to have a convent.
Kathleen usually spends the
night there. In most villages,
however, the shares the sin-
cere yet humble hospitality of
a parishioner's one room but.
where as many as 12 per-
sons must share the available
floor space with the ever
prescot rats and an occasion-
al Jungle animal.
ALTHOUGH her schedule Is
crowded. Kathleen makes a
point of devoting at least one
hour each day to spiritual
reading and meditation. "I
need if' she says. 'Without
spiritual reading. I lose the
spark of enthusiasm I need
to 'sell' the legion and the
lay a postdate.”
"If there were more of us"
she said, more lay mis-
sionaries. more legion envoys
we could multiply the work
of the priests. I would con-
sider my work blessed if only
one more person were moved
to volunteer for the work of
a Legion of Mary envoy."
Jersey Sisters
To Take Vows
NEWBURGH, N.Y. Sis-
ter M. Cecilia James, 0.P.,
the former Margaret L. Hayes
of Clifton, will take final vows
aa a Sister of St. Dominic
here Aug. 21.
The daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Hayes
of Brooklyn. Sister M. Ce-
cilia James resided with her
sister, Mrs. Harold Van Win-
kle of Clifton, before «ntvring
the community. She la pres-
ently teaching at Our Lady of
Assumption School. Bridge-
port, Conn.
Orange Nurse
Wins Grant
ORANGE Ella Louise
Claiborne of Orange, assistant
director of nursing service at
St. Mery's Hospital, here, has
received a full scholarship
from the National League of
Nuraaa. Mias Claiborne la a
senior In the baccalaureate
program at the Setoo Hall
University School of Nursing.
Women Say
Stamps Can
Buy a Car
TEANECK Can you buy
a car with stamps? The Cen-
tral Auxiliary of Holy Name
Hospital here thinks so, and
members are trying to prove
it.
The women are planning a
luncheoo-brklge at the Hilton
Hotel, New York, Oct 10 at
noon. They wanted something
special to raffle off at that
time but didn't want to take
too much money from the
treasury to do it
In checking they found that
100 Triple S Blue Savings
Stamps books would buy a
car. Mrs. Jamea Alberse of
Maywood said aha would Uke
on the Job of collecting the
books and the project la now
90% completed.
When they have earned the
car. then the work will begin
on selling the chances. Mrs.
Alberse said that all stamp
books would be gratefully ac-
cepted at the hospital.
2 Jerseyans
Advance
In Religion
CORNWELLS HEIGHTS. Pa.
Sister Mery Elaine, the
former Marilyn Wlaxkrwskl of
Elizabeth, received the black
veil and professed first vows
as a Sister of the Blessed Sac-
rament at the novitiate here.
In a later ceremony Katherine
Chaxotte of Pararaua received
the habit and the name of
Sister Mary Jenifer.
Sister Mary Elaine wtn
spend two more years ttuding
at the Junior*t* Sister Mary
Jenifer will remain in the nov-
ilate for the canonical year.
SISTER MARY ELAINE
Nun Calls It
'Weighing In'
CORPUS CHRISTI. Tex -
W hen a taxi driver put a coin
in a parking meter here, one
of his nun-passengers inquired
if It was s weighing machine
She had been in a cloister for
30 years.
The nun was ooe of a
group of exiled Cuban Poor
Clares wN> settled in Corpus
Christ! at the invitation of
Bubop Mariano S. Garriga,
after they were driven from
their convent by Cuban militia.
Trinity Names
Yearbook Editor
WASHINGTON Anne Glen-
non of Westfield has been
named editor of the Trinity
College yearbook. TrinUogue
for 18*4. An English major, the
is a graduate of Holy Trinity
High School, Westfield.
Quote
Of the Week
"What Is tolerated with
difficulty on beaches for
reasons of health becomes
sn set of exhibitionism
when worn In the streets,
shopping centers and pub-
lic places. It denotes an
absenca of a normal sense
of modesty, which has Us
roots m chastity.
"... genuine modesty Is
a good companion to true
elegance." Giovanni Car-
dinal Urbaal, Patriarch of
Vanlco in pastoral letter.
I Was Thinking...
The 'Holy Father' Confided
In His 'Daughters' Last Week
By RUTH W. REILLY
Did you notice the article
entitled "Pope Cites Decay of
Christian Ufa" on the front
page of The Advocate last
wa«k? In case you missed it,
1 would Uke to hlghUght it
here.
It began: "Pope Paul VI
has called for the reconstruc-
tion of the Christian Commun-
ity and indicated that 'women
art the best agents for tha
task.'" Pope Paul’* call wai
mada during a special au-
dience granted to leaders of
women's, young women’s and
children's sections of Italian
Catholic Action. No woman is
too old or too young!
POPE PAUL la the father
of all Christendom, and he la
tha father of each Individual
Christian. Do you ever put
yourself in tha presence of our
Holy Father aa you read hts
talks or encyeUcals? This per-
son to person approach Is a
good ooe.
You and I are among that
group of women, and Pope
Paul tells us that those souls
who race were attentive to
church services and reception
of sacraments an distracted
by tha “alluring voice of the
world with aU its outward at-
tractions." He points out that
many who still go by the
name of Christian do not at-
tend Mass on Sunday or Holy
Day* of obligation.
Ha goes on: "Than an
faithful who an induced by
anti-Christian force* to with-
draw, not to Usten to us and
probably ev*n battle ua."
Equate this with the family:
a troubled father is confiding
in his daughter and asking her
help In restoring goodness and
order to tha family.
POPE PAUL, combining
praiae and challenge goes on
to tell us bow we can help:
"Tha** good woman prove
themselves not only capable
of collaboration In good works,
but they an also gifted with
a genius for reconstruction,
for they have easy access to
families, and when they set an
objective for themselves they
know bow to achieve It . .
They an aware, with ex-
emplary intuition, of the gnat
thirst for spiritual and Chris-
tian Ufa and avan for sanctity,
which in spits of change* and
conflicts. Is still alive among
our people. . .
Today’s world moves so
seriflly, not only In Jet travel
and rockets to the moon, but
in minute by minute everyday
life. A man dashes from bed
to breakfast, to bus or train
for work, which -la modern
roan’a main activity, demand-
ing and cantered in externals.
Home at the and of tha day
he often carries work prob-
lems along. Thera is dinner
and evening paper and a TV
ballgam* or other entertain-
ment. and the day is over.
A woman's day is caught
up in a stream of activity too:
Meal preparations, chauffeur-
ing, washing, Ironing, clean-
ing, shopping, and attending
to details of family social life.
Often there are extras, vary-
ing with her age and station
In life: a part or full time
Job, baby ears, hospital work,
social work, bridge parties,
committees of various aorta,
OUR HOLY FATHER pleada
with woman to “snake use of
their valuable energies for re-
building tha Christian Com-
munity, for creating anew
faithfuinee* to the perish, to
tha reception of the sacra-
manta and to participation in
tha liturgy."
The man Is tha hsad and
the woman is tha heart of the
home. Each supplements and
fulfills the other. It is the same
in the greater Christian com-
munity. The whole hurrying
world, and etch one in it, hun-
gers for love. It hungers for a
receptive heart to Usten and
understand, for a wise heart
to guide and counsel, for a
generous heart to give and not
count the cost. It needs a host
of “vaUant women" as woman
is referred to in the Lesson
from the Common of the Mass
of a Holy Woman.
OUR HOLY FATHER says
the task is rather for "in-
terior than exterior effects. ’
Let each of us begin by
strengthening our interior Ufe,
that we may have whereof to
give.
Begin by reading the Bible
a little whlla each day. Try to
think about what you've read
at odd moments during the
day and put the lesson to
practical use in your Ufe. Try
to go to Mass one extra morn-
ing each week. Strengthen a
father-daughter relationship
with our Holy Father by read-
ing aU the news items about
him that you come across,
and by praying for him daUy.
In this way you will get the
“feel" of Christ in the world
today, seeking to be known
and loved and served in and
by all men. seeking to give
Hi* Joy and peace to the
world, and counting on. you,
the woman of today, to be
His instrument in the task.
Byzantine Rite
Meeting Postponed
PASSAIC - The first
meeting of the Passaic
Deanery Council of tha
Pittsburgh Byzantine Rita
Diocesan Council of Catho-
lic Women scheduled for
Aug. 12 has been postponed.
The change was due to aa
announcement tnat Popa
Paul VI has divided tha Ex*
archata of Pittsburgh, which
had included all of the U.S.,
Into two jurisdictions, each
having tha status of ep-
archy. Paisalc has become
tha seat of the new Sea.
(For additional information
•e# pag* 1.)
Hudson Names
Two to Board
UNION CITY - Mrs. Wil-
Uam Tighe, president of the
North Hudson District Council
of Catholic Women, named
two board members for the
coming year. They are Mrs.
Joseph McVeigh, of St. Mi-
chael's, Union City, pubUc re-
lations chairman, znd Mrs.
Walter Maechler of St. Jo-
seph's, Union City, discussion
club chairman.
Mrs. Dimitri Cucu and Mrs.
John Angermeyer were nam-
ed chairmen of the fsU csrd
party which will be held in
St Michael’s. Union City.
THE FIRST Catholic church
in Connecticut was founded in
Hartford in 1829.
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Man, Woman, Little Child, Why Does the Garden Grow?
By JUNE DWYER
Mary. Mery, quite contrary
how docs your garden grow?
How doei it grow, do you
know?
How do all of the gardens
of the world grow the ones
that little and big people care
for with love to bring beauty
into the neighborhood, and the
larger ones that God cares for
which just sprout greenery all
over the world
The theory ia that God pui
flowers and plants on the
earth when He created it and
that they in turn drop little
seeds at the end of their life
—the end of the season. These
little aecds nesUe into the
warm earth as the snow cov-
ers them with a white blan-
ket When they are ready and
the sun calls them out from
cover, they stretch forth from
the little seed and reach to
the sky.
Their arms are petals and
their faces looking toward
God are beautiful shades and
colors. They keep their feet
planted firmly in the ground
and they sway to and fro in
gratitude for living.
SOMETIMES they arc
picked for the home where
they bring God’s beauty into
a room and remind people
that He is working all the
time. Sometimes they fade
and die with their petals fall-
ing to their side, much as our
arms fall when we are tired.
They bend at their stem and
fall to the ground where they
blend with the earth and cov-
er other little seeds that are
waiting their turn to bring
color to the world.
Oh, flowers how beauti-
ful they are. How happy they
can make us feel. How much
love they can show when we
give them or receive them.
How perfect they are.
WE ARE in Mary's gsrden
too. God's beautiful people
who are made to His image
and likeness and who are
meant to lift our faces toward
God throughout our lifetime
no matter what our color.
God put man on earth after
He created it and man in turn
cooperates with him in creat-
ing other men until the end of
their season when they die.
But even as a soul dies and
leaves God's garden we can
see little children - other
flowera of manhood plant-
ing tbeir feet firmly in the
world and giving beauty to
those around them.
BUT THE NICEST part of
God'a garden of people la that
its blooms naver die. Though
they are laid to rest in the
warm earth, they come forth
again in a larger, more beau-
tiful garden called heaven
where they will live forever
and forever.
SO THE NEXT timt’KOi'
beautiful flower la taken from
the garden —some person
you love is taken from God’i‘
garden on earth remember
that it Is only to bloom again
in the more wonderful “for-
everiand” of heaven.
And If you’ll look carefully
In your world, you will find
another person or maybe
two who are growing in
beauty in that same gpot.
WHERE ARE YOU GOING? - The days are flying by for Addis at she
moves quickly through vacation. But where is she going? Where are you
going each day, each year? Even when on vacation you should keep
your eyes on God - it's a beautiful tight and He will keep you on the
road to heaven and happiness.
St. Anthony’s Boys Have a Choir
That Both Looks and Acts Liturgical
HAWTHORNE - What goes
into making a boys' choir?
At St. Anthony’s the answer is
hard work, high standards
and good leadership
The work is put in by the
3? boys from nine to 14 years
of age who give from three to
five hours a week practicing
The high standards and lead-
ership are supplied by Rev.
James F. Janaucct, assistant
pastor and founder of the
choir, and James McKinnon,
choir director, who has a mas
ters in music from Columbia
t-niveraity.
EACH ROY must auditioo
for the choir and must be ac-
cepted on personality and
marks as well as on his voice.
He ts ia ss long as be eojoyi
what he is doing, works hard
and keeps his voice. The boys
Wave only through graduation
or because their voices have
changed
Choir members wear white
cassocks which are similar to
the robej of monks. They
wear red cords about their
w aists and wooden crosses on
red cords around their necks.
ST. ANTHONY’S choir is
modeled on those of the mid-
dle ages and present Euro-
pean styles. The boys ting in
two parts—soprano and alto
Sometimes adult voices are
added for particular pieces.
The Latin name. Pueri Can
tores (Boy Singtrt) by which
they are known, it taken from
an address given by Pope
John XXUI to an internation-
al pilgrimage of altar and
choir boys Aug 1. 1962. The
Holy Father referred to the
ancient tradition of the "Puen
Cantores" rendering the lit-
urgical chants. He advised
that boys and youth should be
restored to this holy service.
The St Anthony's Pueri
Cantores are only one year
old
They gave their first con-
cert in June and have sung
the Mass on alternate Sun-
days This year Father Jan-
nucci hopes they will be able
to sing a Mass each week
The concerts enable the
boys to smg music that is not
allowed in Church and to raise
funds to further their develop-
ment in and appreciation of
good church music.
GLORY TO GOO - The Pueri Contores (Boy Singers) of St.
Anthony 's, Hawthorne, posed in their robes for a pic-
ture with Rev. James F. Jannucci, assistant pastor and
boys' choir moderator. The boys have worked for one
year, giving the first concert in June. They are directed
by James McKinnon.
Have You
Read ...?
tbe follou img qmtitioni in
btitd on trlulti übUb appear
in tbit hum of Tbt Adtoitit.
Tbt awi wen mt printed at /he
bottom cl tbt < oJmmn uub
>b e page on trbUb tbt aUKW
'*t srtitU raw bt found.
1. A group of Bayley-Ellard
High School graduates are
preparing a teenage literary
magazine which they call
(a) Oddly Wise
(b) The Lively Ones
(C) The Crosier
2. The first Greater Newark
Conference on Religion and
Race will be held Aug. U at
(a) East Orange Catholic
(b) Esses Catholic
<c) SL Benedict's Prep
3. Pope Paul announced anew
diocese for the Byuntine
Rite with its seat in
(a) Passaic
(b) Bayonne
(c) Mootvale
4. North Jersey Sisters are
getting special training in
teaching
(a) anew method of
mathematics
(b) driver education
(c) religion to public
school students
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Short Hills Girl
Is Trinity Editor
WASHINGTON - Maureen
Mahon of Short Hills has been
elected editor of Scope, anew
Trinity College science mega-
line. Miss Mahon, e senior,
is majoring in biology.
Pope Paul Accepts Position As
Protector of Holy Childhood
PITTSBURGH (NC) Pope Paul VI has agreed to serve
as the protector of the Pontifical Association of the Holy
Childhood, it was announced here.
The U. S national office of the association disclosed that
Msgr. Adrian BressoUe*. director general of the association
in Paris, received word of the Pope's acceptance. The in-
formation waa contained ma letter sent by Archbishop Angelo
Dell'Acqua, Papal Substitute Secretary of Sute.
“HIS HOLINESS haa gladly welcomed your request and
willingly grants his protection to the work of the Holy Child-
hood, and he, like his predecessors, highly- values its zeal and
efficiency.” the letter stated.
The Holy Childhood Association program benefits some
600 mission areas in the world through the prayers and sacri-
fices of children Ten thousand Catholic elementary schools
take part in the program in this country, and it is carried out
by soma 130 diocesan directors who receive edvice end mater-
ials from the national office here.
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**»»» Uuaaa Rifleman
£tiah Rin Tin Tin
r*x and tha Rip Huatar
_
c row Rocky and
JJWT _ HU Frl.ndaQ. L Combat Bo* Roear*
Qrooa Lantern and Trlsaor
Guaaaook* Ruff and Raddy
Om Ooariaoaa fad Rack
g—i<k* Saa Bunt
flWjfa Waatara Sherlock Holme*
su?
k
£p*aai*d
MS'?™ §trane**l° rt **
11*0*0 of Slyatary Adventure*
Mockl* harry strana* Tala*
. Raws Sugar and Splka
I Lev* Lucy Suparboy
Jerry Lawta Superman
Olaeo Swamp Vox
Jaaraay Into Sweetie IS*
knurr Talai of Surname*
Juahaad Tate* of th*
Juatic* Leafu* ' I n.xpoctad
Kalh* Tartan
WcSsr&mn TzntpgSm
t-aaal* Ton and Jerry
Lawman Tomahawk
Lit* With MUU* Tubby
Liltl* Dot . Turok.
Uttt* lodine Tweely and
m S Srw
a*-
Ua* Ranaar Wagon Train
U«o«y Tune* Wall DUatyli
Mlckay Mouaa Comlcg
Uldnlsbt Myetary Wandy
ffijSjy Woui*
Rosary Retreat
GUTTENBERG - The Eng-
lish Rosary Society of St. John
Nepomucene parish here will
sponsor a retreat Sept. 12-14
at the Mt. Alverno Retreat
House, Warwick, N.Y. Mrs. Sal
Cospito is chairman.
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LANCASTER BRAND
STEAK 68
LANCASTER BRAND *OVEN KADT
Rib ROAST *6*
LANCASTER BRAND FRESH
Ground Round lB3<
COLE SLAW >*««»29c *"^l9*
FROZEN FOOD FEATURES
Torkty l Gravy 39*
ClikkM A La King »-*-* *~>*»|9c
Stooffen Tom Needle 43c
WkitHig Fillet 39c
SalisWy Steak Xs9*
YOU NEVER HAD IT 90 FRESH
SMLOtN
LEAN, FRESH
PORK
CHOPS
38mum•r HOF
78CENTER 0.an
tNrtWH
t
CRRRtryltyis A-
C
PORTERHOUSE
88
LANCASTER BRAND
ViwvuwFuchod SOaod
Cold Cots
BOLOGNA
COOKED SALAMI
MCKUtPIMINTO
SHOD LUNCHEON
MEAT LOAF
mx or MATCH
4'—99c
FtH ! 100 S4H STAMPS I
hi oddlHM Bo ounuo
A $lO.OO PURCHASE
O* MOW
FRESH JERSEY
FROZEN FOODS
AMX or MATCH
IDEAL - CUT
GREEN BEANS
CAULIFLOWER
2 39c
CORN 12-39
BANANAS twE" ,ifE a lO
TOMATOES 2-29
Fonalit -Chocolate or Coccaat
llVea.Craan Pies 2,269
W*ol—Crtekte Cut or Bagutor
C French Fries 22.25*
DAIRY
SHEFFIELD
COTTAGE
11-k. ctrtM
mi-.
JUICY SUNKIST LEMONS 6 *' 29 TaayTaa—Whipped
mp
BAKERY VALUES
WRN-RUCED
ninnriir .
Am* « FRENCH Ami
SUPREME BREAD 5-~‘l.oo PIES YOUi CHOICE
WINPLAY ACME'S
<lOOO
■o' r A $lOOO.OOWImm
wooldy «
I wW bn•*8
25<
»pa
Cheese <*** 212.69
Imported
Danish Blue 239
Idool Whit* Of Colored
$lOOO WINNCR
FLORENCE DANCIAK
1442 South Avn., PlamiWW, NJ.
a raw or nm aunt iinao weeep
mm. Beet y W. tearaM, ITB tlv«L,
fMMte. tU„ t«M Kmi. Nw Bt, Mktr-
*+ •*-»- **•*•. »<JM.et.l Hate-
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Man* Mate* NJ„ laa Taaiatea. N WyfcaN
Maaeieeiw, *AJ, Jaaa Naeaaa, MM
•**-»*-• H. J, Nte A CM.
**» **•■> "tea MR. Daaar. HJ, teaeeaaa
me wam iarr„
SUVINO NATtONAUY
FAMOUS INSTITUTIONS
K» OVIt 4S TSARS
COATS . APRONS
FROCKS - TROUSERS
TABLE & BED LINENS
INDUSTRIAL UNIFORMS
ACME
COAT APRON &
TOWEL SUPPLY CO.
WYmon 1-3654
S CMISTNUT, KEARNY
QUINN BROS.
V«H Cm D.p.nd On A<m.
Hr Hiflini Standard* at
• Quality • Service • Supply
Professional Towel Sarvfca
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Offln Coaft and Towofs
Continuous Towofs
second bcsfl
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LEADER!
WEBCOR
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w
mpinMd ¥otum«. but,
tnbie and bilinoc control a.
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, ran —90-0« y
for N«»r*it AuthofiMd D«<
Call WA 14900
t AU. STATS MMrtSlMifc N. JL
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XmMcIuOH S
•O PARK AVKNUK
NttWANK
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ODDLY WISE TRI0 - Kathy Weibel, Bea Granvill and Don McKenna, three Bauley-
Ellard High School graduates, chock over some copy which will be used in the first
issur of a new teenage literary magaiine, Oddly Wise.
YCW Receives Vatican Letter
RENSSELAER, Ind. (NC>—
A letter written in behalf of
Pope P.ul VI urged some 300
Young Christian Workers at-
tending their national study
week here to act “as Chris-
tiana in every • walk of
life with all the consequences
this entails.”
Written by Amleto Cardinal
Clcognanl, papal Secretary of
the 25th anniversary of the
State, in commemoration of
founding of the YCW in the
U. S., the letter expressed the
Pope’s satisfaction with the
movement’s progress in this
country.
IT ALSO SAID that YCW
members can help their
neighbors “put into practice
the teachings of the Gospel in
their own personal lives as
well as in their relationship to
the community and society in
which they find themselves."
The study week stressed
the young adult's relationship
to the parish, to political life
and to racial justice. The
YCW has about 2,300 members
in 4« dioceses.
Since 'he formation of the
YCW in 1938, two other move-
ments have sprung from it:
the Christian Family Move-
ment and the Young Christian
Students. All three share the
common purpose of training
lay apostles, through personal
and social action, to be effec
tive Christians in the world.
Teenage Writers Find Market for Burning WordsBy ED WOODWARD
MORRISTOWN As summer approached, a trio
<>f teenagers from this area found themselves in a
position much like that of the boy with pennies
burning a hole in his pocket.
However, their problem wasn't money it
was words. Three Bayley-Ellard High School gradu-
ates, aspiring writers all. had words burning in
their minds but they couldn’t spend them.
"THEBE WAS NO place where we could have
our work published," explained Don McKenna of
this city, "so, we decided to publish our own maga-
zine.”
Oddly Wise, a literary magazine written, edited
and published by teenagers, Is now in the hands of
the printers and is expected off the press in about
10 days.
“It Is our hope that through these pages others
may become aware of that spirit which makes us.
though young and inexperienced. Oddly Wise.”
writes Bea Granville, another of the trio, in the
introduction.
“We want this to be a representation of youth,"
Bea remarked. "We think it Is reflecting what youth
is today, the general mood and attitude of youth.
While we're young and have the qualities associated
with youth, we still feel that we have an idealism
which we can express."
KATHLEEN Weibel, who with Miss Granville
was co-editor of the IMS edition of the Crosier, an
annual literary magazine of Bayley Ellard. is the
third member of the founding trio of Oddly Wise.
Oddly Wise, incidentally, is a translation of Ab-
normls Sapient, a quote taken from the worka of
Horace. Horace will be the central figure In a uni-
fied theme which will be carried through the maga-
zine in both writing and cartooning.
Material hat been broken down into categoriei
according to the tubject treated. Generally, the
topici include the teathore, time and aomething
which McKenna calls "questioning what doet the
future hold, what will I do with my life, etc."
CONTRIBUTIONS have come from students in
various parts of New Jersey as well as one from
Pittsburgh. There were no requests for verse or
prose, but the majority of contributions have been
in verse.
"We were tuprlsed," Bea said, "but if they
want to submit poetry we'll use it because we are
trying to give a representation of what youth is
thinking."
Don, Bea and Kathy all plan careers in Journal-
ism. Don will start his sophomore year at Seton
Hall University, where he is a communication arts
major and a member of the staff of FM radio sta-
tion WSOU.
Bea will enter Mt. St. Vincent College this fall
and Kathy will begin her freshman year at Chest-
nut Hill College. A fourth person playing a key role
in the preparations is Sue Liber, who was art direc-
tor of the Crosier and has that Job for Oddly Wise.
She will attend Caldwell College this year.
ALTHOUGH THEY admit to a great deal of
idealism and “great expectations” for Oddly Wise
these teenagers have not overlooked the practical
side finances.
An advertising supplement will be inserted Into
the publication and Don reports thst enough adver-
tisers snd patrons have been aigned up to just about
cover the cost of printing 400 copies of the first
issue.
“We intend to sell them for 50 cents apiece and
use the proceeds to build a fund with which we can
publish another Issue next spring,” Don noted. "We
hope to put out another one next summer and even-
tually make it on a regular, two-a-year basis.”
AS FOR distribution, they intend to sell the
magazines to personal friends, to students through
the English departments at verious high schools and
to members of the Young Catholic Leaders' Insti-
tute which will convene later this month.
McKenna pointed out that ss the magazine is
distributed at' high schools around North Jersey,
more students may become interested in contribu-
ting their literary efforts. "They’re welcome to
send me the material,” be said.
IN RESPONSE to a request for his comment
on the idea, Rev. Stanley M. Grabowski, director
and founder of the YCLI, was enthusiastic. His state-
ment will be included at the end of the magazine.
It reads, in part: “One hopes and prays that
Oddly Wise will add another proof that there are
many young people who are wiser than adults are
willing to admit.”
That it what those working on Oddly Wise also
hope and they have already taken giant strides
in that direction with their initiative in making this
project perhaps the first of its kind more than
just a good idea.
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As JD Factor
Probation Officer Cites Cars
KANSAS CITY, Kan. (SC)
Pat Finley sums up in ooe
word the factor that contri-
butes most to juvenile delin-
quency. The word is: “Cars "
He’s the juvenile probation
o/fleer far Wyandotte County.
Kan His flies bulge with re-
ports and statistics that show
better than tor, of the caaea
in juvenile court indepen-
dent of traffic violations
are directly or Indirectly the
result of automobile*.
“THERE IS A direct ratio
between automobile* in Dm
bands of boys and their marks
in school.” Finley said. “About
»*V of the boys we handle
have dropped out of school.
Many of these boys were 'A'
and 'B' studenta in grada and
junior high. Grade deprecia-
tion came only after they start-
ed driving their own ear or
ooe which their parents too
generously made available
to them ”
FINLEY SAID another top
reason for juvenile crime is
lack of family life in many
instances.
“Families live in the same
bouse, under the same roof,
each with different schedules
and different Ideas —and
nothing in common." he de
cla red "Parents are some-
times very selfish, even dis-
associating themselves from
their children. They consider
the children a social barrier.”
Religion plays an important
role in deterring juvenile
crime, Finley said
“We find fewer offenders
from a family where religion
la a part of the daily life," he
detailed. “Of these few from
practicing religious families
of any denomination the
percentage of second offenses
is extremely small ”
Sunday Sermons
-Priest's View
By REV. JOSEPH T. McGLOIN. S.J.
At one stage of my priestly
life. 1 was stationed in a par-
iah for seven months. Frankly,
I found this a long time, but
among the many things I
manage to learn was that it
U a lot more difficult to give
a sermon to the same aud-
ience Sunday after Sunday
than it is to step in for a
single talk.
While I recoagniied a
priest’s responsibility to in
struct his parishioners. 1
picked up a lot of sympathy
for him as well. When I hear
People griping about sermons
today I get a tittle miffed,
either because they're right
or beesuse they don’t know
the whole story.
MOST PEOPLE ooly get
this one instruction a week in
their Faith And so. even if
this were the most poorly
presented instruction in his-
tory. they ought to be trying
to grt something out of it
Certainly you will som«-
lime* encounter the priest
who is an excellent speaker,
with much to say, a force-
ful. clear way of saying H,
and an obvious ability to or-
ganiM the matter Not that
be necessarily has great
talents, but he uses what he
doe* have to the full. If. of
course, he can combine great
talent with the spirit of work
and humility and prayer and
zeal, be Is one in a million
IT LS IMPORTANT, bow-
ever, even when you encoun-
ter the priest who is an ex-
cellent speaker, that you don’t
just listen in admiration at
his words, nor only wish that
ooe of your friends could bear
him. but that you allow his
thoughts to get into your mind
It won’t do you any good
just to admire and enjoy him
a* a performer, but your
knowledge and your life have
become deeper and better be-
cause of your active accep-
tance of what be has to aay.
What if he isn’t a very good
speaker? It may be harder to
listen to him. but that doesn't
erase the law of charity.
A SERMON CAN be ineffec-
tual In many ways, but per-
haps the two most common
extremes would be either an
over-enthusiasm or an over-
dullness.
Even where ooe of these ex-
tremes seems to obtain, don’t
be too sure. You can’t be cer-
tain a priest isn’t saying any-
thing worthwhile until you
analyte what he does say.
When you listen to the same
speaker week after week,
you're liable to treat him like
boys in a boarding-school do
Institutional food. It’s never
any good to them, because
they're used to it
THE VERY LEAST you can
say about a given sermon is
that it God can bring good
out of evil, you can do the
tame thing with a sermon.
There never bat been and
never will be a sermon, no
matter how poorly prepared
or how annoyingly presented
that can’t be a source of
profit for you at least nega-
tively.
By “negatively,” I mean
you can at least get in some
praying if the sermon has ab-
solutely nothing for you. Or.
you can admire the priest’s
courage in getting up before
a crowd
You also could meditate
on bow wonderful it is that
the Church has survived in
her human instruments,
human indeed as they can
sometimes be
GOOD OR BAD. resonant
or squeaky, orderly or scat-
tered. interesting or just plain
dull, this priest before you is
still a mediator between God
and man. bringing God down
to man and trying to elevate
man to God.
God never told you every
priest would thrill you with his
preaching. But He did tell you
to listen “He who bears you.”
He said, “hears Me And he
who despises you. despises
Me
So, tor better or worse, this
man is God’s representative,
and one that God wants you to
make use of— either for the
practice of patience and char-
ity. or for knowledge and vir-
tue. In either case, you're
lucky.
Bikinis Draw
Student Fire
CHICAGO (NC) “Don't
be a dummy, cover your tum-
my” said signs carried by
some 40 teenagers who par-
aded along two beaches here
in protest against the increas-
ing number of bikini bathing
suits.
Other signs carried by the
teenagers, dressed in Gay
Ninety swim suits, said: “At-
tention is swell, but it’s hot in
heli.” and "If people dress as
they think, some people think
very little.”
Handbills distributed to ap-
plauding crowds explained
that swim suits of the Gay
Nineties were as ridiculous
as the bikinis of today both
styles go to extremes.
Twenty eight of the demon-
strators were members of
Supply the Demand for the
Supply (SD.S.), an organiza-
tion of Catholic teenage girls.
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MAKE A PILGRIMAGE TO
ST. ANTHONY> S SHRINE
AT BEAUTIFUL GRAYMOOR
GARRISON, N. Y.
Sundays from Juno2 through October 27
MASSES 10:45, 11:45, 12:45
DEVOTIONS TO
ST. ANTHONY ft SOLEMN BENEDICTION 3 P.M.
GRAYMOOR IS 5 mil#* north of PMktkill, N. Y. on R». 9
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE:
F«. GUARDIAN, SA„ GRAYMOOR FRIARS,
GARRISON 3, N Y,
Tiltphen* GArrison 4-3671
WRITE FOR FREE VISITORS' DIRECTORY
MEDI CAL
LABwWX-RAV btkt
M.T.U.Ummmi
(US'.) MY 4 CM
UNCLE SAM’S ROAD RUNNER
Th« bird who wears out more shoe leather than any other in town. In keeDlna with it» tim..b~n . IMM. loym If If, lw.lll.ful to bk. <ttll, ..in w , ib. J„hl J
»«»*•<** au , w .
known for his knowledge of community, country, world wide'afla/rJ H.*?"*6 V ’ * h*. wtnU ,0 *•
«&£*<£KSSj'SS TSSEJ3f SSH ta « ■•"fit •» - ™*"»»
!.»»«. «mdTSS flewMK NEWS ** Ptol~ n .toto
ItenleC and lunhr
Jferoork JJems
Abu/i %uku Mm f
ACADEMY Of
SAINT EUZAtCTM
•KOMOAav KWOOi I
r«u»
iiitim w CMurr
C« '«t Xto ianay
JElftiMn 9-1600
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
Sfftt Gsd it Sen •( Others
Sitter* of Reparation
of the Congregation of M
"«SSPBE?fr«
f;
i«I
Founded in 1899 by tho Sitter* of Charity
College of SaintElizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
CALDWILL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWELL, NfW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree*
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fully accredited Liberal Arts College
Conducted by Hie listen of Mercy
,
Applyt Director of Admission*, Lakewood, NJ.
JESUIT BROTHERS
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What About You?
... A Franciscan Sister!
. . . GIVING YOUIStir «• a U.
— A*lr dad.mlad t» rtio toloo-
rtan of Mull . . . rttrov.
4 in ... by
m<4 X-lay Tacfcnkton. Wttary, Ac-
•• wall at In arttar haopital doporl-
nanti and In a aaw aitonofaa of our
Saraica fiddi . . .
THUS IS NO OIUIH CHAIITYI
Kfadar. 747-30* Jl, It land
IKnait. far fwrtKar da4a.li of rt.it
Yw n MM to or • mm ona
cmWcm nulled Mradiattty
m. MDBEBMf
. . . »JJOfWETUN. MOfYIDUAL
US «BT 31(1 SHEET, WEK YOU L, NEW YORK
lOogocro *-0077. M oo wm*, Ml N *4)00
PROVE YOUR LOVE FOR CHRIST
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
(A FRANCISCAN COMMUNITY)
AettvtUM HosptUli; BUrtlns shtnuci,
Utorttonr. Inn. otrux. library. u»d demonic
wort School*. raUchollcl. .l.m.nUry, ud
MjoraUry Kbootei snlMoßtl and mmUcbl
KtAM* of nurstßß. Horan for tSo u«l. tho
' wwr -- rw * u -
OOOWWOWWOWOWOWOOODIOOWWOWIWWIO*
cvsißOT
"OFT)HB NEW MAN YOU
CAN STRIVE TO BECOME"
FRANCISCAN
PRIESTS & BROTHERS
Continue'too omt (tailed by II Fiancla
ol Aaslal (no ono orar rafuaad entrance
to our aemlnaiyborarao of look of tada.)
WHto tor Inforawtion:
DIRECTOR of VOCATION*
FsthefOi Mom
|| Urninhnf is-tii-i -
** WWraOWfji •'**"
POPULAR YANKEE - First-baseman Joe Pepi tone accepts the New York Archdiocesan
CYO award as most popular New York Yankee from Msgr. Philip J. Murphy, CYO di-
rector, assisted by CYO members Carlos Crux, next to Pepitone, and Richard Mc-
Walters. Mickey Mantle and Bobby Richardson finished closest to Pepitone in the
voting. Richardson won the award in 1962.
sports spot
Mediocrity Method?
by ed woodward
"Attendance at specialised
athletic camps, tends to give
an advantage to those boys
whose parents can provide (or
such camp attendance."
For the above reason
stated as part of a resolution
the National Federation o(
State High School Athletic
Associations' executive coun-
cil recently announced its op-
position to a trend toward
more summer camps which
specialise in one sport, pri-
_ manly basketball and football
| camps.
| STUDY THAT statement for
> a moment. Does that meao
| that parents who have worked
i themselves into a financial
; position to be able to do some
> thing extra for their children
1 are to be denied the right to
:do so?
• Is it the opinion of this fed-
*eratioo that mediocrity is to
be encouraged in a negative
{way by discouraging, or even
•forbidding, programs which
| would lead to Improvement of
" skills?
• If the philosophy Inherent in
this position is carried out
'logically, does it mean that
parents shouldn't be allowed
'to do anything for their chil-
• dren which all others couldn't
•do?
it ♦,
;* FOR EXAMPLE, coosider
•how the above concept sounds
• if you substitute the word col-
• lege for specialized athletic
'camp:
• "Attendance at college tends
‘jto give an advantage to those
i boys whose parents can pro-
vide for such college attend-
«ance."
• Should colleges be closed be-
i. cause some persons can not
•afford to enroll and therefore
pothers are picking up an ad-
vantage if they attend col-
;>ge?
i> Can the philosophy which it
;;has expressed through this
.resolution mean that tbs fed-
erstion would have facilities
equalized at all acbools. If
school A has a swimming
pool, for instance, should it be
put into disuse because school
B hss no room for a pool?
There is no argument with
the fact that the persons who
can go to camp, attend col-
lege or use better facilities
have an opportunity to gain
an advantage over the person
without them. But. that is part
of life and it is difficult to see
how it would be just to gain
greater "equably" by denying
others their rights.
.'SIDE FROM the logic of
the federation's statement is
the fact that the camps are
conducted during the summer
when tr.e schools should not
control the youths.
Parents should be the ones
to decide what their children
will orwill not do. After all.
they have the ultimate re-
sponsibility and should make
these decisions.
Talk such as that m the
resolution often Indicates
more definite action may be
coming possibly the actual
banning of these campa. Let's
hope that more logical beads
prevail and the campa aren't
struck down at the federa-
tion's next meeting in the sum-
mer of 1964.
Three Share
Hudson Lead
BAYONNE Three teams
which shared the top spot in
the first-half standings m the
Hudson County CYO Junior
Baseball League will each be
trying to break ahead as the
second half opens this week-
end.
St. Bridget's (Jersey City),
one of the trio, will have the
best opportunity to establish
a sotid lead since it will face
each of the other leaders—
Our Lady Star of the Sea at
5:30 p.m. Aug. 9 at 16th St.
Field and Mt. Carmel the fol-
lowing day at 3:30 p.m. at
City Park Stadium.
In other games. Star of the
Sea will face St. Vincent's,
which finished with 0-3 in the
four-team league during the
first half, at 1 p.m. Aug. 10 at
City Park Stadium and Mt.
Carmel will meet St. Vin-
cent's at 1 p.m. Aug. U at
the same field.
Aug. 10 at Newark
'Sound of Music' Is Coming
NEWARK - The Blessed
Sacrament CYO Knights and
St. Lucy's Cadets, both of this
city, and St. Patrick's Cadets
(Jersey City) will be among
the drum and bugle corps en-
tered in "The Sound of
Music," the first competition
sponsored by the St. Rosa of
Lima Imperial Lancers at
School Stadium Aug. 10.
The host unit and the Bal-
lantine Brewers senior corps
will give exhibitions after the
regular competition, which
will also Include St. Raphael's
Golden Buccaneers of Bridge-
port, Conn., the Woodslders,
the Vasella Musketeers, the
Bracken Cavaliers and the
ShoreUners.
BLESSED Sacrament raised
its season record to 13 vic-
tories In 17 contests last week-
end as It won Saturday at
Bridgeport and Sunday at
Haddon Heights.
In the ‘.‘Revue of Cham-
piona" at Bridgeport, the
Golden Kpighla racked up
90.15 points in defeating the
second-ptace Garfield Cadets,
who had 87.05. St. Rose of
Lima finished in fifth place
with 78.57.
The Golden Knights re-
peated their number one fin-
ish the following day in a
competition sponsored by the
Haddon Heights Vagabonds,
■coring 89.01 points and win-
ning every category march-
ing, drumming, bugling and
general effect*. St. Rose was
sixth with 71.42.
Safety Check
COLUMBUS. Ohio (NC) -
The Volunteer Vehicle Safety
Check program of the Colum-
bus diocesan Catholic Youth
Council has been named the
best youth-sponsored program
in the nation by the pro-
gram's sponsor*, the auto in-
dustry and Look magazine
St. Lucy's Wins
Second Contest
CLIFTON—St. Lucy's Cadets
of Newark posted their second
victory of the season Aug. to
as they took the championship
In the annual Starlight Fiesta,
sponsored by SL Brendan’s
Cadets, here at Clifton
Stadium.
The champions scored 83.86
points to defeat the runner-up
Woodslders of Newark, who
had 82.45 points. St. Patrick's
Cadets of Jersey City were
fourth with 7764.
In CYO Baseball
Cathedral Eyes 2nd-Half Honors
NEWARK Sacred Heart
Cathedral, which has clinched
at least a tie for first place in
the first-half aUndings of the
Essex County CYO Intermedi-
ate Baseball League,' can
move toward possible second-
half honors Aug. 11.
The Cathedral, which must
await replay of postponed
games before officially an-
nexing the first-half title, will
take a 1-1 second-half record
into a crucial game with St.
Rose of Lima (Newark), which
is 2-0 In the current round.
ST. ROSE boosted it* record
with a forfeit victory against
Sacred Heart (Vailsburg) Aug.
4. The Vailsburg team, which
dropped to a three-way tie for
second with Cathedral and St.
Francis, each with 1-1, is
scheduled to play St. Cath-
erine's (Cedar Grove) this
week.
St. Catherine's suffered a 4 0
setback at the hands of St.
Francis in the other inter-
mediste game Aug. 4.
THE TOP STORY in the
junior league was the no-hit
pitching effort of Joe Krill of
The Standings:
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SL Rose of Lima, 9-1. That
St. Antoninus as he set down
triumph enabled St. Antoninus
to remain deadlocked for, sec-
ond place at 5-2 with St. Bene-
dict's, which took a forfeit
from St. Philomena'a (Living-
aton).
In the closest game of
day, St. Thomas (Bloomfield)
nipped SL Joseph’s (Maple-
wood), 5-4. In the other junior
contest, first-place Sacred
Heart Cathedral won by for-
feit from St. Francis.
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Prime Mission Needs
Include Native Clergy
The Society of St. Peter
the Apostie for Native Clergy
it a pontifical society dedicat-
ed to the aiding and training
of native clergy.
The Church seeks to sup-
plant foreign missionaries
with priests and Bishops born
in the culture and among tho
people to whom they minis-
ter.
The Holy Father named this
society after St: Peter who had
to learn that Redemption
applied to “foreigners." Our
Lord had to teach him through
a vision that a non-Jew, a
Roman, a Gentile could be a
member of the -Church. Re-
luctantly. at first, St. Peter
baptized Cornelius. Then came
the full vision of the mission-
ary apostolate.
The education of native dor-
gy gives Catholics a chance to
supply priests by adoption
when they have no priests in
their own families. The cost of
educating a native seminarian
is about $250 a year for six
years. Whatever he may be-
come or where be may be, he
is always your adopted son
who will intercede for your
soul as long as he lives.
Hospital Planned
For Bombay Area
India has the highest birth
and death ratio and the lowest
per capita income in the
world. This report comes from
Sister HermeUnda. S.Sp.S of
Indore:
“Every year of the 100 mil-
lion afflicted with malaria,
two million die; of the 2-1/2
million TB patieoU, half a
million die annually. Approxi-
mately 700,000 die of cancer
and 15 million of starvation.
The contageous diseases of
cholera, smallpox and the
plague carry most victims
away.
"There is only one physician
far every 19,000 persons; one
nurse for every 42,000 pa-
tients; one midwife for
every 10,000 mothers; one
trained pharmacist lor every
tour million, and one dentist
tor 120,000 persons.
"When Independence was
declared a solution to health
problems was expected, but
the even greater food problem
loomed up to crowd out any
attempts toward improved en-
vironmental conditions, better
control of diseases, improved
diet, hygiene, and medical
care.
“Our Congregation would
like to bring medical care to
the 400,000 Catholics in Bom-
bay and surrounding areas,
and to others who would come
to us for help. We would re-
quire a general hospital and
a staff in the city. Plans have
been drawn up for the build-
ing and land has been bought,
but more funds are needed to
make this project a reality,
"A school of nursing should
be provided for native stu-
dents. Will you help us build
this hospital and nurses' borne
so that thousands may benefit
through this work of mercy?
(Cost of building, $500,000;
one brick. $1)."
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Nsgr. John P. Davis
31 Mulberry St.. Newark 2, N. J. Phone «4M.
Hours: Dally, • a.m. to S p.sa.; Saturday, • a.m. to lg.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Magr. William F. Louis
34 DeGrasse St., Paterson 1. N. J. Phone ARmery i44N
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to S p.m.: Saturday, t a.m. Ce IX.
Donation* to tb* Sockty for lb* Propagation of tba
Faith art intom* tax daduttibl*.
Missioners Write
Of Three Cases
Immaculate Heart Mission-
aries in the Orient believe
that you will help them if you
learn of their experiences
such as these three cases:
"First —a35-year-old man,
blind, came to the mission
bringing his tubercular wife
and their two small emaciated
children. Their earthly posses-
sions consisted of one blan-
ket. a few rags for clothing
and two earthen pots. Two
months after their arrival the
wife died. The father and his
two children are staying at the
mission and must be cared
for.
“Second lahibola. six
years old. is an epileptic and
has two large scars from a se-
vere burning. Her mother was
sold to a polygamist who did
not want the daughter. So, the
little girl was brought to the
mission. She is very under-
nourished and demands spe-
cial care.
“Third Lunganga. 40. has
been sickly all his life. All that
he has been able to do is to
search the woods or fields for
something to still his hunger.
He weighs only 65 pounds and
for the past three months has
been unable to walk. He has
no earthly pew sees ions, a gift
of one cigarette makes him
cry from happiness. We must
care for him."
To Investigate
Ceylon Catholics
COLOMBO. Ceylon (NC) -
Ceylon’s government, prodded
by Buddhist extremists and
leftists is appointing a three-
man commission to investi-
gate the Catholic Action or-
ganization of this southeast
Asian island nation.
The government's decision
Is the most recent extremist
victory in the bitter cam-
paign waged against the
Church here in recent years.
Spearheaded by fanatical
Buddhists, the drive has been
fostered and exploited by the
Communist Party and other
Marxist-oriented groups,
which have strong influence
on the government.
IN REPLY TO the govern
ment's new action. Archbish-
op Thomas Cooray. 0.M.1., of
Colombo has denounced the
machinations of the “new
ideology _ materialistic and
atheistic which strives to
cause division and make the
citizens themselves fight a
fratricidal battle.”
The Archbishop said Cey-
lonese Catholics “have nothing
to fear from the commission
if it is Impartial." But he
added: "Let Catholics beware.
Let them be on their guard
against insidious activities
against their Faith."
Appointment of the commis-
sion to Investigate Catholic
Artioo was called for at a
senes of rallies organized by
extremist Buddhist groups in
July. The groups used accusa-
tions that the Vietnamese gov-
ernment of Catholic President
Ngo dtnh Diem is persecuting
Buddhists in his country to
step up their aoti-Cathoiie
campaign here.
BUDDHISTS ACCOUNT for
about twothirds of Ceylon's
more than 10 million people.
Catholicism, introduced here
by the Portuguese 450 years
ago. has about 900.000 adher-
ents. About a fifth of the peo-
ple are Hindus and more than
500.000 are Moslems.
L.H. Metlananda. a Budd-
hist leader, claimed at one
rally that Catholic Action bad
deliberately sabotaged govern-
ment properties and used in-
sidious methods to convert
Buddhists.
The same line was followed
at another rally ot which Ron-
nie de llel. former director of
Ceyloa Radio, said that the
imperialist policy of the U. S
had been carried out so well
in Vietnam that R was able
to foist a Catholic president
on a nation where, be as-
serted. 95% of the people
are Buddhists.
PRIOR TO THE naming of
the commission, the extremist
Buddhist drive had led to a
government takeover during
196041 of all but 42 of Cey-
lon's more than 700 Catholic
schools, the denial of visas to
missionaries, and discrimina-
tion against Christians in gov-
ernment and even private em-
ployment. The government is
now planning to tax gifts to
Catholic schools.
News From Europe
Debate Church Role in Malta
LONDON (NC) The posi-
tion of the Catholic Church in
the constitution of Malta,
Britain's Mediterranean col-
ony, la one of the main is-
sues confronting the London
conference on the island's fu-
ture independence.
At present the Church’s
Code of Canon Law is the law
of Malta's 330,000 people,
nearly all of whom are Cath-
olics. Civil marriage and di-
vorce are illegal.
The Maltese Labor Party,
one of the moat powerful po-
litical groups there, wants this
changed. Dom Mintoff. iu
leader, said that while Church
marriages should be rec-
ognized for Catholics, non-
Catholics as well as lapsed or
or excommunicated Catholics
should be allowed to contract
a legal civil marriage.
The Labor Party has also
declared that while the State
should be obliged to provide
religious instruction in the
•cbools, parents should have
the right to withdraw their
children from such instruction.
The other four political
groups taking part in the con-
ference here with the British
government favor retention of
the Church's privileges in the
new independent constitution.
During the last elections in
Malta. Catholic authorities de-
clared It would be a mortal
sin to vote for Dom Mint-
off s party, but it received
about a third of the votes.
Dom Mintoffs party pro-
poses among other things that
the Church be shorn of its
present political influence in
the island, that Archbishops
should no longer be exempt
from appearing before civil
courts, that the Church should
be prevented from influencing
elections and that noo-Cath-
dies should have freedom of
belief.
It says it is willing to
recognize Catholicism as the
state religion of the new in-
dependent country on these
conditions.
•
Aid Quake Victim*
FREIBURG. Germany (NC)
The International Cant*
iCatholic Chanties) organize
Uoo has responded quickly to
the emergency in quake ridden
Skoplje, Yugoslavia, sending
medical teams with blood piae-
ma. bandages and medicines
valued at more than $lO,OOO.
Council Appeal
WARSAW (RNS) - Stefan
Cardinal Wyszynski, Primate
of Poland, appealed to the Pol-
ish communist government to
permit a larger number of
Bishops to attend the second
session of the Second Vatican
Council this fall.
So far exit permits have
been granted to only 16 of
Poland's 58 Bishops. Passport
applications have been denied
on grounds that travel abroad
would be detrimental to tba
country's foreign currency re-
reserves. Twenty-five Polish
Bishops attended the council’s
first session. They took $5
apiece with them.
Church Situation
In China Worse
ROME (NC) - The sUtus
of the Catholic Church in Red
China ia getting worse. •
mission news agency said.
Travelers coming from Red
China speak of a general
hardening of commimizt op-
position, according to Fidcs, a
news service Issued here by
the Sacred Congregation tor
the Propagation of the Faith.
THE CHURCH is still living
but public practice of religion
varies greatly in different
parts of Red China, Fide*
said. In rural districts where
churches have been converted
to other uses, there is hardly
any public practice. In some
places, the faithful think that
they can receive the sacra-
ments from “patriotic priests"
without fault, whil# in others
they do not.
Government officials posted
at church doors In some areas
take down the names of those
wbo enter and keep a close
check oo sermons, the report
said.
*
In Shanghai, Fides said,
"patriotic priests," who are a
minority, are in charge of the
churches, which are generally
deserted by Christians. The
other priests are in prison.
Brother Claver
Taken First Vows
CUMBERLAND. R.I.
_
Brother Claver Swann, S.A., of
Montclair,-made hit first pro-
fession of vows as a member
of the Franciscan Friars of
the Atonement July 26 at Our
Lady of the Atonement Noviti-
ate here.
In Vietnam
Sees Reds Behind
Diem’s Troubles
MANCHESTER, N. H. (NC)
A Bishop from the Far
East said here that the
Buddhist uprising in South
Vietnam is being distorted by
the communists to divide the
country.
Accounts in U. S. news-
papers give a “slanted view"
of the actual situation, said
Bishop Peter Carretto, 5.D.8.,
Vicar Apostolic of Rajaburi,
Thailand.
"I COULD NOT be more
convinced," he said, "that the
communist propaganda ma-
chine has been put to work to
distort the situation in the eyes
of the world.
"Because of help given to
the Diem government by tho
United Stetes, communism
hes suffered a setback in its
attempt to stage a takeover in
Vietnam.
"Now they find themselves
unable to divide the country
through conventional methods,
so they are trying to do it
of Buddhist persecution.”
Recalling that the Boddhizt
it through the false issue
uprising began when the gov-
ernment issued an order ban-
ning display of the Buddhist
flag at public functions, Bish-
op Carretto said: “What wo
have not been told in the press
is that the same order applied
to Christians, Confucionists
and to adherents of the Caodal
faith."
Bishop Carretto said be is
not defending President Ngo
dmh Diem because he is a
Catholic, and ia aware of the
President's shortcomings in
the use of his office. But he
said that charges that Presi-
dent Diem is attempting to
suppress Buddhism are
“absurd.”
CWV to Meet
MIAMI BEACH (NC) -
The 281h annual national con-
vention of the Catholic War
Veterans will be held Aug. 18-
25 at the Fontainbleau Hotels
here.
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In Time of Seed
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
ll hose careful and understanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
| UKUcomr
McQUADE FUNERAL HOME
Vincent W. McQuode
270 BROADWAY
Hillsdale, N. J.
NOrth 4-5699
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 FALISAOE AVI.
FORT LEE. N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Windsor 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbster 9-0098
- HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATIo* 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbord 7-3050
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECKi TE 6-0202
BOGOTAi HU 9-2202
JOHN J. FEENEY * SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. NJ.
HUbbord 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKI
1371 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY.
Manager
TE 7-2332
ESSEX COUNTY
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
ESmx 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
CRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAV
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
FI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
ORACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVIUE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3 2600
OORNY 6 OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N J.
ORange 2-2414
L V. MUHIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. OUINN
Funeral Director
320 BEHEVIIIE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood. Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eo*» Orange. N. J.
ORonge 4 4445
MArket 2 2530
GOOEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORonge 4-7554
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6. N. J.
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
ESmx 2-1600
COOEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
OEOROE AHR A SON
ZOO NY! AVENUE
IRVINGTON. N. J.
ESmx 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESmx 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
561 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
HUDSON COUNTY
EARL F. AOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 HighlandAve.
JerMy City, N. J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE 0. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square) •
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
ROBERT J. SMITH
(SvmMMrt K> fppU A tppU)
250 CENTRAL AVE.
JERSEY CITY. NJ.
659-3377
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNion 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WfcST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHIEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N J.
WILLIAM SCHIEMM.
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
James a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WILUAM SCHIEMM. INC
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderton 4-0411
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANIAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
OORNY B OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
OORMIEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
UNION COUNTY
OORNY B OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
MIIIER-BANNWORTH
funeral NOMI
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elisabeth 2-6664
_For_ listing In this section call The Advocate, MArket 44)700
InPaterson
Spanish Apostolate
Schedules services
I*A"ERSON A schedule of
*ervii*s in the four centers for
Spanish-speaking Catholics of
city of Paterson was an-
nounced this week by the
Spanish Apostolate, recently
established by Bishop James
f Navagh.
At St. Joseph's Church,
▼here Rev. James Smith is as-
signed, there will be a Hass
*»ch Sunday at • p.m., with
confession on Saturdays at
< and 7:30 p.m. and Baptisms
on Sunday at 2 p.m.
OUR LADY of Providence
Church will have Sunday
Masses at «:30 and 11:15 a.m.
and at noon, with confessions
at 4 and 7:30 p.m. and Bap-
tisms on Saturday and Sunday
at 2 p.m. Rev. Stanislaus
Chang is in charge
Rev. Jose Lugo has been
assigned to St. Michael's
Church, where there will be
Sunday Mass at 11 a.m., con-
fessions on Saturday at 3 and
7:30 p.m. and Baptisms on
Sunday at 11 a.m.
At St. Boniface, Rev. Rich-
ard Grasso will celebrate Sun-
day Mass at 11 a.m., with con-
fessions on Saturday at 7 p.m.
and Baptisms on Saturday and
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
In addition to the expanded
facilities in Paterson, there
are two other churches dedi-
cated solely to the Spanish-
speaking In Passaic and Dover.
FOR NUTLEY CHURCH - Msgr. Anthony DiLuca; pastor of Holy Family, Nutley, blesses
the ground on which the new $1 million parish church will be erected. Assisting him is
Rev. Francis J. Blake, a curate of the parish, the ceremony took place Aug. 4. The
new church will accommodate 1,120 people and will permit eventual conversion of the
old church into classrooms for Holy Family School.
Bishop's
Appointments
FRIDAY. AUG. 9
3 p.m. Meeting of Span
ish Apostolate at Chancery
Office.
SATURDAY. Al'G. IS
I# a.m. lavesiitare. Im-
maculate Conception Sisters.
Patersoe.
SUNDAY. Al'G. It
!t:» a.m. Ordinations to
the dlaceaat*. St. John.
Cathedral.
MONDAY. AUG. II
I* t-m. Reception and
prefaaaloa. Mater Delarosa
Convent. Deovtile
BATURDAT. AUG. 17
II a.m. Blessing ml new
Oar Lady ef Pompeii Chuck,
Paterson.
SUNDAY. Al'G. II
ll:» a.m. Blessing of St
Christopher's chnrth. school,
rectory and consent. ParsJp-
paay.
3:30 p.m. Hospital grad-
uHaa far 84. Joseph's. 8L
Mary's and AR Reels Schools
af Nnrstag at 8t Ma s Cathe
drat
WEDNESDAY. AUG. XI
M a.m. First profession
and reception af hah*. Sisters
af Christian Charity. Mai
Uackredt Convent. Mradham
THURSDAY, AUG. a
» - First profession
af Sisters of Charity. Convent
Butina.
THURSDAY, AUG. »
l:3i p.m. - Meeting W
Priest directors of vocations.
DeFanl High School. Wsyoe
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY, AUG. II
« a.m.—Ordinations, !m
maculate Conception, Darting-
too
U aotm— Preside, Solemn
Maaa of Thanksgiving, Golden
Jnbllee of Ordination of Rev.
Gaetano Ruggiero, St. Lacy's
Chnrch, Newark
SUNDAY. Al'G. II
i: Noon - Solemn Pontifical
Mass of Thanksgiving, closing
af Golden Jabtlee year. Feiki-
an Sisters. Lodi.
2 p m.—Graduation esnr-
eisea ef the Archdiocrsaa Hos-
pital Schools of Nursing. Sa-
crod Heart Cathedral. Newark,
preside sad address graduates.
Warm Welcome
,
PeruvianStyle
LIMA, Peru Rev. Ern-
est Speckhart, S.S.C., of
Newark hat diteovared that
the parishioners of Pampa
de Cueva Church here have
a unique way of greeting
their new paetors.
The Columban priest had
Just completed his first
sermon and introduced him-
self as the new Psdre when
one of the congregation
stood up and called for
“applauso pro Padre Ern-
esto." There followed an
Incredible din with every
man, woman, child and
dog joining In.
Father Speckhart evan-
tually was able to proceed
with the Credo as the
cheers, handclapping and
barking died away.
Hudson Holy Name
To Install Officers
JERSEY CITY - The Hud-
son County Holy Name Fed-
eration will install iU 1963-44
officers Sept. • at the Jersey
City CYO Center, with Msgr.
James A. Hamilton, spiritual
director, officiating.
Assemblyman Maurice V.
Brady of Bayonne will be
guest speaker. Heading the
list of new officers is Harold
J. Ruvoldt of St. Paul's, Jer-
sey City, president.
Receives Habit
ROLLING PRAIRIE. Ind. -
John T. Miller Jr. of Msditoo
will receive hit habit as a
member of the Brothers of
Holy Cross at SL Joseph's
Novitiate here Aug. 15.
St. Peter’s Prep
Plans Building
JERSEY ClTY—Plans for a
*1 million addition to SL Pe-
ter's Prep were announced
this week by Very Rev. Em-
met J. Norton, 8.J., rector.
Construction may begin next
spring.
The throe-story building, to
be designed by Arthur Rigolo
of Clifton, will include eight
regular clasarooms, plus a full
•el of science laboratory-class-
rooms, as well as a cafeteria.
The addition win not add
to the capacity of the school,
for the new classrooms will
replace those presently need
in Mulry Hall. The addition
will be erected on the north
tide of Mulry Hall and will
share a staircase with the okl
building.
Father Norton said g fund-
raising campaign will begin
this fall and will roach Ka gen-
eral stage by January.
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Parisian Beauty School
CURRENT DIUIOEHO
Atot* Exceed
$46 ' ?,000
WYCKOFF SAVINGS
* LOAN ASSOCIATION
Midland Park | Main Office | Saddle River
W
Franklta Ave.
m Mala St, Barnttabe
reairl
Oakland
Ramape
Valley Bead
oror msQAT . rBOATM - mioav nan *a
MO Moin Street
Hatckentmk. N.J.
HU 7-3000
FREEZER OWNERS
No money down ... 4 months to pay!
Full Hindquarter of
U. S. Choice Beef
Custom cut into enough delicious
Sirloins, Porterhouses, roasts, stew,
beef, chopped beef, etc. to serve ban-
quet meals to the average family for
four months. Flaah-freesing, freezer,
wrapping and delivery included.
TERMS AVAILABLE
Average Order Is Accompanied by a Filled Book of
TRIPLE-S BLUE STAMPS!
If you want thebeet ...
is the place
"Dr. Scholl Foot
Comfort Shoot
Nvol, Ngrttt ond )« »**•••
l*Tf
Hown ttvnAnf
IwJ *•» >«• W. B>*m
ZARCONE SHOES
317 loltoviow Avo.
Clifton, N.J.
Phono 773-5030
BUY
Your
Ntxt
Car
from
BENNER
RAMBLER
»Al«s • tIIVICI
~*t«M Idctlioa n» IMT*
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LOWEST PRICES
AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSIONS
1 Tt Gu*s AN 11.
Tiivs ai«
VICTOR
TRANSMISSION
H. t 3- C< O *• *
ISJ! 1110 J C
ML .■
KITCHEN
CHAIRS
RECOVERID
$0.95
ft chair
* WESCO *°
Rt. 23 of 44 Circle
Wayne CL 6-1484
Op*> W»d » fri. HI 9 FJA.
10 EXTRA
INTEREST DAYS
[o] TIMES A YEAR
with a TC* Savings Account
Every single month's a bonus month at The Trust Company. Make
your savings deposits during the first 10 days of any month - earn
interest from the first of that month-on balances of $lO or more. Start
with as little as $5. Come In to any of our 12 offices (open Monday
evenings 6 to 8 P.M.) - or save by mail. We pay postage both ways.
The
Trust( Company
of Ntjw Jersey
Jersey City
Hoboken
Weehawken
Union City
West New York
Secaucus
AAemfcr Fedrral Draoill
Invufwct Corporation,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS
let lightweight Uipport
COSMEVO
J't t*VO*« JT r»T|«iOs
jsufgsr±
COMO
MkMH
COMO
MAVTV CVLTVtI
1 V
■ i
At 1-4850
OFFSET
AMO
LETTIftPftKSS
'zl&c&o
XPRESSPRES
327 TOTOWA AVINUI. PATHSON ARmory 4-4242
B & P LIQUORS
COMPUTf UNE OF
IMPORTED ond DOMESTIC
WINES & LIQUORS
413 BROAD AVI.
PAUSADIS PARK
4. t»r*. 4. MlvttWwWi
Mr Frw Hmm Mott c*a
Windsor 4-2400
HUDSON COUNTY
NATIONAL BANK
Jersey City
Bayonne
Guttenberg
Hoboken
Nor//; Bergen
Union City
Weehawken
Every
Banking
Service
Deposits Insured Up to $lO,OOO
ty The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
The Finest Parochial
School Uniforms Made
.
EiceNent Fabrics • Finest Fit
Convenient Locations * Economy
Dependable Service
Complete line of uniforms ond accessories
In stock throughout the school year.
/nqlitre about our exclusive
"Direct to ParentPPlannn
%4Youth
★ Elmwood
Shopping Center
Reute 4 lost Paterson
Centers
* 59th Street ft
Serpentine Ave.
West New Yerfc
★ Bergen Moll
Shopping Center
Paramus
percent off
nlea days
4
days before
hilling
It’s January in August...
save on winter outerwear now!
Too early to think about winter wen? Not at them price*!
Daring Cornells’ special 104640 sale, now in progress, you get
three big shopper benefits:
• A 10% diaoount from the Haled prloo of all
ooata, winter Jaohete and
• Bala oontlnnea for SB days,
• Buy now, pay later! You
daye...until October 1.
To take full advantage of 10-2540, come to Cornells now , for the mote
complete selection!
Of course, you need a Cornelia chargeaccount to take advantageel the
60-day billing feature. So come on in and open one...it's as easy as
Pric« fix'd. Fair Tnuted
Angfuet 1 to 25.
t be billed for 60
*
COMPLETE CHILDREN'S WEAR
rnel 1*
;f a *
Qm4m State Plaza, Paramo* HUbbard 9-9272
s
MMde Park Shopping Coaler Übarty 9-4770
Fr. Keenan, Pioneer Franciscan,
To Mark 60th Jubilee in Butler
BUTLER Rev. James
Xmmo, 0.F.M., one of the
piotmt priests in this area
of North Jersey, will cele-
brate the 60th anniversary of
bis ordination Ang. 12 at a
Mas* to be celebrated at 10
*.ra. in St Anthony's Church.
Following the Mass. Very
Raw. Donald Hoag, OJ.M.,
minister provincial of Holy
Name Province, will dedicate
a shrine erected to the memo-
ry of Rev. Frands Koch,
0.F.M., and the other Fran-
ciscan priests who worked
with Father Keenan in the
early years of St. Anthony's
Monastery, which was found-
ed in 1892.
Father Hoag will be cele-
brant of the Mass, assisted
by Father Keenan and by
other officials of Holy Name
Province, Rev. Harold Blake.
0.F.M., Rev. Albin Hughes,
0.F.M., and Rev. Claude An-
ton ucd, O.F.M. The preacher
wJU be Rev. Cassian Kirk,
0.F.M.. minister of the prov-
ince. Chaplains will be Rev.
Herbert Gallagher, 0.F.M.,
guardian of the monastery,
and Rev. Bonarenture Mcln-
tyre, 0.F.M., paatnr.
FATHER KEENAN, a na-
tive of New York City, was
ordained in 1903 in,Rome by
Archbishop Ceppctdli, who
ordained Pops John XXIII
the following year. HU first
assignment was St. Anthony's,
where he served until IMS,
driving horse and buggy to
the outlying chapels which
had been erected by Father
Koch.
After teaching at St. Boos-
venture College from 1906 to
1918, Father Keenan returned
to pariah work until his re-
tirement in 1944. He wae
guardian and pastor at St.
Anthony's in the late 1990'a
end was also at St Boos-
venture's, Paterson.
Rehabilitation House
CHICAGO (RNS) - St. An-
thony's Inn. a Catholic-spon-
sored rehabilitation bouse for
ex-priaooers, was dedicated
here. . ■
Pray for Them
Sr. Maria Helen
CONVENT - Sister Maria
Helen Smith, former treasur-
er and councilor of the Sis-
ters of Charity of St. Eliza-
beth, died July 31 after a
long illness. A Solemn Re-
quiem Maes was offered in
St. Anne Villa Chapel Aug. 3.
Born in Madison, Sister
Marie Helen entered the Sis-
ters of Charity in 1908. Fol-
lowing her novitiate, she
taught at St. Aloysius Aca-
demy, Jersey City, where
she later served as principal.
She was also principal of St.
Peter's, Jersey City, and both
superior and principal at
Marylawn Academy, South
Orange, and SL Vincent's
Academy, Newark.
From 1929 to 1935. Sister
Marie Helen was stationed at
the College ot St. Elizabeth.
She served as treasurer
1941-1947 and as councilor
1947-1953. In 1982, she was
transferred to St Anne Villa
due to illness.
There are no immediate
survivors.
Other Deaths
....
Mrs. Frank Uebkaeter of
East Orange, sister of Sister
Mary Anselms, died July 29.
Ferdfaiaad DrTommaso, 73,
of Jersey City, father of Rev.
Diego Louis DeTommaso,
0.F.M.. a missionary station-
ed in Central America, died
Aug. 1 at borne.
Very Rev. Jaha H. Heely,
O.P„ of New York, for 45
years s member of the Do-
minican Mission Band, died
July 26 at St Vincent's Hos-
pital. ooe week before the
60th anniversary of his ordi-
nation.
Mrs. John Boland. 73. of
Montclair, mother of Sister
Marls Grace of St Mary's
Hospital. Passaic, died Aug J
st St. Mary's.
In your Priyrrs <dto rtmtm-
b*r ibis*, your iocosud
prints:
Newark ...
Rev. Michael Dolan, Aug. 10,
1911
Rev. Cornelius McArdle, C.P.,
Aug. 10. 1962
Rev. James P. Smith, Aug.
10, 1923
Rev. Benedict Howe. Aug. 11,
1939
Rev. Eugene Polhemus, 0.5.8.
Aug. 11, 1943
Rev. '-William Koeilhoffer,
O 5.8., Aug. 11, 1938
Rev. George J. Strack, Aug.
11, 1965
Rev. James G. Neafsey, Aug.
11, 1936
Rev. Bernard Huebschmann,
Aug. 11, 1937
Rev. Edmund J. Miakela, Aug.
12, 1917
Rev. Stephen Nowakowskl,
Aug. 13. 1939
Rev. Walter J. Guterl, Aug.
13, 1927
Rev. Daniel E. Ready, 0.5.8.,
Aug. 13. 1933
Rev. Joseph R. O’Mara, S.J..
Aug. 14. 1992
Rev. Edwin F. Nestor, Aug.
14, 1926
Rt Rev. Msgr. Bernard M.
Bogan. Aug. 14. 1929
Rev. John B. Scheyer. Aug.
14. 1933
Rev. George Meyer, Aug. 15.
1911
Rt Rev. Msgr. Edward J.
Ellard. Aug. 13. 1937
Rev. John It Donnelly. Aug.
16. 1933
Paterson
.. .
Rev. Gilbert Monroe. 0.F.M.,
Aug. 11. 1938
Rev. William J. Van Zaie,
Aug. U. 1941
Fr. Ruggiero of St. Lucy’s Marks
50th Anniversary of Ordination
NEWARK A priest who
served as an Italian Army
chaplain at the same time as
Pope John XXIII will cele-
brate the 50th anniversary of
his ordination Aug. 11 at St.
Lucy’s Church.
Rev. Gaetano Ruggiero, who
has been pastor of St Lucy’s
since 1932, will offer a Sol-
emn Mass of Thanksgiving at
noon, with Archbishop Boland
presiding. A dinner will fol-
low at the parish center.
Father Ruggiero was born
on the Island of Sallna, Prov-
ince of Messina, Sicily. He
studied at the Acireale Semi-
nary, Sicily, and at the Gre-
gorian University, Rome,
where he received a Doctor
of Canon Law degree. He was
ordained Aug. 13, 1913, by the
then Bishop Angelo Pslno,
now Archbishop of Messina.
DURING WORLD WAR I,
Father Ruggiero was a chap-
lain in the Italian Army from
1913 to 1919. After his dis-
charge. he was appointed an
assistant pastor in his native
Salina. He came to the United
States in 1921.
Father Ruggiero's first as-
signment here was as an as-
sistant at St. Lucy's to the
late Msgr. Joseph Perotti. In
1990. be became pastor of Mt.
Csrmel, Montclair, and in
May, 1932, was named pastor
of Mt. Carmel. Newark. The
following September be came
to St. Lucy’s.
At SL Lucy's. Father Rug-
giero completed and decorat-
ed the church in 1946. the
chapel of St. Gerard's Shrine
and anew rectory in 1957
and the parish center in 1961.
Serving ss deacons of honor
to the Archbishop on Aug. It
will be Msgr. Joseph A. Dol-
ing, pastor of St. Francis
Xavier, Newark, and Msgr.
Waller P. Artloli, pastor of
Mt, Carmel, Jersey City.
Archpriest will be Msgr.
James A. Hughes, vicar gen-
eral, while the deacon and
subdeacon will be Rev. Se-
bastian J. Chiego, pastor of
Assumption, Roselle Park,
and Rev. Gerard M. Santora,
pastor of Holy Rosary. Jer-
sey City. The preacher win
be Rev. Joseph Parrecchia,
0.M.1.
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SECURITY and PROFIT
v
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DIVIDEND
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COMPOUNDED
QUARTERLY
YOU QETs
SECURITY into insur-
ance of your savings
up to $lO,OOO by
Agency of US. Gov’t
PROFIT from 15 EX-
TRA dividend days.
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or before the 15th
eoms dividends from
V the Ist.
PROFIT from the Mgh-
.
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
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ffe
To combine Quality, Comfort,
Beauty, with LOW PRICES takes
some doing ... but it can be done
SAYS THE WISE OLD OWL
Telephone for...
OUR SHOP AT HOME
SERVICE
We agree! But it takes experience. During our 47 years
we have been doing just this for many thousands of our
customer.frl«nds.
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Clergy
Appointments
ADMINISTRATOR
P. PT/’ Lady °* Hungary, Northampton.a • to administrator of St. Stephen's, Paualc.
assistants transferred
*mmvUx- *> °»
; Effective July *T
NEWLY-ORDAINED PRIESTS
) Rav- Bernard Pnuak to Aiiumption, Morriitown
™«jM Suchon to Our Lady of tho Lake, Sparta,temporary summer assignment effective Sept 7 will be as-«gned to St. Theresa's, Paterson)
| Effective Saturday. July 27
| Bev. to St Joseph's, Lincoln Park.
{ R ev William McCarthy to St. Patrick's, Chatham
, Rev. Eugene Boland to St. Peter the Apoetle, Troy Hills
J Effective Aug. 17
Asks for Charter
WASHINGTON. DC.-Con-
gressman Peter W. Rodino
Jr. of New Jersey has intro-
duced a biU in the House of
Representatives to give a con-
gressional charter to the CWV.
Negro Cardinal
Offers Mass
At Convention
INDIANAPOLIS Ind. (NC)
Tan thousand peopla attend-
ed an outdoor Mass offered
here Aug. 4 by Laureen Car-
dinal Rugambwa, the first
Negro Cardinal.
Hie Cardinal-Bishop of Bu-
koba, Tanganyika, was the
honored guest at the 48th na-
tional convention of theKnights
of St. Peter Clever, e Catho-
lic fraternal order. Auxiliary
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen of New
York preached at tha Maas,
offered outside St. Rlta’a
Church.
During his visit tha Cardinal
will be presented with a $23,-
000 purse by the Knights of SL
Peter Clever, who have a na-
tional membership of 18,000.
Tho Cardinal Indicated that
tha money would be used to
help build his cathedral In Bu-
koba.
Placement Post
For Miss Read
NEW YORK - Julia E.
Read, peraoonel director (or
the Collage of St Elizabeth,
ha« beta named tecretary of
the Mttropolitan New York
CoUeit Placement Offlcart At-
aodatioo (or 196344.
The newly-elecled preaident
of the aaaodatioci ia Markham
S.J. Barry, director of place-
ment (or ManhaUan College.
Changes of Address
For Two Chaplains
NEW YORK- The Military
Ordinariate this week an-
nounced two changes of ad-
dress for chaplains from the
Archdiocese of Newark, Rev.
Francis X. McCarthy end Rev.
William J. Ludlum.
Father McCarthy can now
be reached at USARJ Drake
Area. APO 87, San Francisco.
Cal., while Father Lodhim'e
new address Is Hqs. CIOM Air
Base Wg.. Detach. #l, APO.
3a. San Francisco, Cal.
Rickel Store
To Expand
ImcorforttfJ U,*j Rtltdtt
PARAMUS (PFS) - Rickel
Supermarts, which operates
"do-it-yourself" stores in
Union, Psramus sod Succa-
has announced an expansion
program and complete mod
ernisation of its store oo Rt.
17 here.
The store, which opened La
1884. will be expanded from
13.000 square teat to over 44.-
teo square feet Each depart-
ment wiD increase tt's sales
and service areas to afford
greater variety and more com-
plete selection of Items.
Major departments win in-
clude auto supplies, electrical
supplies and lighting fixtures,
garden equipment, hardware,
houseware, beating equipment
and supplies, paint and sun-
dries, plumbing supplies,
power tools, kitchen cabinet!
and swimming pools and ac-
cessories.
In addition, an all new air-
conditioned lumber end build-
ing supply section covering
14.000 square feet erill offer a
complete selection of building
materials.
News ofRace and Religion
Louisiana Archbishop Answers Churches Critics
ALEXANDRIA. La. (NC) -
Bishop Charles P. Greco has
urged Catholics of the Alex-
andria Diocese to help put an
end to racial and other forms
of discrimination in this coun-
try, at tha same time answer-
ing critics of the Church'spast
policies In tha Bouth.
The Bishop of Alexandria
•aid that If "tha Church bad
undertaken to remove segre-
gation from the Southern scene
her effectiveness in carrying
out her fundamental spiritual
mission would have been ser-
iously hampered ..."
BISHOP GRECO made the
statements In a pastoral
letter. He also said that "de-
segregation Is inevitable"
end that the Church has never
approved of aagregatlon as a
matter of principle.
The letter made no mention
of desegregation of Catholic
schools in the diocese, but
Bishop Greco said In a sepa-
rate statement that Integration
of diocesan schools is not con-
templated until after public
schools in the diocese ere de-
segregated.
"Certainly there can be
little room for doubt at this
Ume that desegregation is in-
evitable," Bishop Greco said
In his pastoral letter. "The Su-
preme Court has declared it to
be the law of the lend and has
reaffirmed this decision at
every challenge.
"IT WILL gradually be en-
forced In every part of our
country. We earnestly appeal
to our people to accept the in-
evitable with understanding
and reatralnt. with true
Christian charity and an awak-
ened sense of justice, with
good grace and characteristic
American fairness."
Bishop Greco stated that in
the quest for racial Justice,
the Negro, too. has obligations
and responsibilities
"Education la needed oo the
part of the Negro to elevate
himaelf so that be can merit
acceptance ea did other people
and nationalities in the course
of the development of our
American nation." the Bishop
continued
He said the Church had
worked within the framework
of an existing segregated so-
ciety in the South "because,
true to her nature, she consid-
ered the care of Individual
souls, the administration of the
sacraments end Christian edu-
cation her primary tad an-
,»H.I I.A
"Thus, the Church adapted
herself to the caste system fee
India," ha said, "not In ap-
proval ef it but la order te bo
of greeter eerrieo In souls,
hoping test In Urns the teach-
ing of Christ end His way of
life would prevail end solve
the difficult social problem
"
•
Bp. McNulty Speaks
BUFFALO - "Racial dis-
enmiaatioo cannot be Juati
fted." Bishop James A. Mc-
Nulty of Buffalo said in his
first comprehensive public
statement on the subject since
becoming Bishop here in May.
"Discrimlitgtion is the denial
of the Justice of God in tha
live* of His children," the for-
mer Paterson Ordinary said
In ft sermon at St. Nicholas
Church
"This 1* not s Negro prob-
lem," he said, "It la an Amer-
ican problem. There la the
threat of violence thud.
Violence can be averted, not
by a diluted Christianity but
by genuine Christianity with
Its baste law of love love
of God and neighbor." He
added:
He laid: "If a Catholic la
guilty of racial discrimination
ho violates the law of God. A
Catholic does not learn from
the Church hatred nor bigotry
nor discrimination. He it
taught the Lord's Command-
ment: Love God with all your
heart, with all your soul, with
all your mind and love your
neighbor as yourself."
•
Visits Follow Violence
CHICAGO (NC>—Clergymen
are making personal visita
and phone calls to parishion-
ers in a predominantly white
area on the South Side where
racial disturbances occurred
after two Negro families mov-
ed in.
Some 1,000 persons, a third
of them estimated to be teen-
agers, milled In the area be-
tween SSth and 58th Streets,
which has a high Catholic
population. More than 100 po-
licemen were on the scene
and four of them were in-
jured.
About SO persons were ar-
rested.
Clergymen, including six
priests, held an emergency
meeting »nd agreed to contact
members of their congress-
tions by personal visita, by
phone, and to Issue pulpit
pleas for the maintenance of
order.
They also issued a resolu-
tion stating that "law and-or-
der must be maintained and
the police respected, for as
children of God we are ac-
countable to Him for our ac-
tions."
"There is no place In our
community for hatred and vio-
lence, and we will not toler-
ato it,” the resolution laid.
"If we violate the right of
any family peacefully to oc-
cupy its home, we deny God
and His law."
• .
Priests March
PHOENIX, Ariz. (NC) -
Four priests and a seminarian
were among 2,000 persons who
participated in an Interracial
justice march through down-
town Phoenix.
The rights demonstration
waa sponsored by the Mari-
copa County chapter of the
NAACP.
Final . benediction at the
demonstration was given by
Rev. Berno Frost, 0.F.M., of
St. Mary’s Church here, who
had participated in the demon-
stration.
Ha said such demonstrations
ere needed since too many per-
sons are unconcerned over
Negroes’ rights. '
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3 Hospitals
Plan Joint
Graduation
PATERSON An unprece-
dented Joint commencement
will be held for graduates of
three hospital schools of nurs-
ing conducted by the Sisters of
Charity in the Paterson Dio-
cese Aug. IS. A total of 126
nurses, medical technologists
end radiological technicians
will receive their diplomas
from Bishop Navagh in St.
John the Baptist Cathedral In
a ceremony which will begin
•t 3:30 p.m.
The hospitals are St. Jo-
seph’s, Paterson; St Mary’s,
Passaic, and All Souls, Mor-
ristown.
Commencement speaker will
be Rev. Richard 0. Rente,
chaplain of St Mary’s Hospi-
tal. The graduates will be pre-
sented to the Bishop by Msgr.
Walter H. Hill, cathedral rec-
tor.
ST. JOSEPHS will graduate
62 toon its school of nursing,
six from its school of medical
technology and four from its
school of radiological technol-
ogy. St Mary’s wOl graduate
M nurses and four medical
technologists. AH Souls will
gradnats 26 nurses.
The processional will be led
by the administrators of the
three hospitals: Sister Anne
Jean of St Joseph’s, Sister
EOeen Teresa of St Mary's,
sod Sister Anne Mary of AH
Souls, followed by faculty
members and the nursing
school directors, Sister Marta
Lawrence of St Joseph’s, Sis-
ter Catherine Maria of St
Mary's, and Mrs. Mary A. Bo-
beck of AH Souls.
Bhtoop Navagh wifl cele-
brate Benediction. Music will
be by the cathedral choir.
On the same day a
Joint graduation will be held
In Sacred Heart Cathedral for
US graduates of six hospital
schools of nursing In the
Newark Archdiocese.
Dr. Opdyke
Promoted
JERSEY CITY Dr. David
P. Opdyke has been named
assistant dean of the Setou
Hall College of Modidne, it
was announced this week by
Dr. James E. McCormack,
dean of the college.
Dr. Opdyke will continue hi
the post of chairman of the
department of physiology
wMsh ha baa held since 1166.
His admteistratlva duties will
primarily concern the admis-
sion of medical students.
The first faculty member to
be appointed at Seton HaH.
Dr. Opdyke had been bead of
the department of physiology
at Merck InstitnU in Rahway,
NJ. He returned to the col-
lege last January after an 13-
month sabbatical in Indo-
nesia. where he hated train
the medical faadty of the
University of AMangga in
Sonbeya. Java.
Dr. Opdyke ia a native of
Montpewr, Ohio, and receiv-
ed Us doctorate at the Did-
vanity of Indiana in 1342. He
Is a former rawidUng physi-
ologist at Bellevue Hospital
and for the past five yean
hs« been consultant In car-
disc surgery at St Brandt
Hospital tor Cardiac Crip-
pled Children. Roslyn. N.Y.
TWO FACULTY members of
Seton HaH College of Dentistry
were advanced to the rank of
associate professor last week,
while a third dentist rejoined
the staff with the same tide.
Dr. Frank M. Lapeyroleria
of Montclair and Dr. Leßoy
A. Parker, Jr., of Union,
members of the department
of oral diagnosis and path-
ology, were the two promoted.
Dr. Edward B. Zlonetswsk! of
Jersey City returns after a
year’s absence.
Hospital Offers
Lab Training
ORANGE - 8t Mary’s Hos-
pital win begin g 12-month
clinical laboratory ««*»«*»nt
trainingprogram Oct 1,11 was
announced this weak by Sis-
ter Mary Fidelise, CHAP,
administrator. >
The coarse le AimignmA to
provide practical and techni-
cal training to graduates of
Mendttadhlgh schools tor fu-
ture employment In hospital
laboratories. It Is approved by
the American Society of
Clinical Pathologists and pro-
vides certification by examina-
tion upon completion of the
course.
High school graduates with
basic courses In science and
mathematics are eligible tor
the course, the first such pro-
gram to be undertaken by the
new administration of St.
Mary's Hospital.
St. Rocco Society
Marks Patron’s Feast
JERSEY CITY Hi* St
Rocco Society of Jersey City
win observe its p«tree’s feast
day with • Mass Au g. 16 at
11 a.m. in Holy Rosary
Church.
Rev. Salvatore T. Malanga
o* Holy Rosary win celebrate
the Mass,!
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